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EASTERN

WESTERN THEATERS

EXCITED Riots Break Out in the Dual Monarchy Fol

lowing Reports ot Losses to Servians

The long expected German attack on England was made today, and for
the first time In the history of the United Kingdom hostile warships bombarded English towns. Scarborough, Hartlepool, Red Car and Whitby, on
the shore of the North sea, were shelled by German wasnlps. The extent
of the damage was not revealed in the early reports. It seemed probable,
HAD NOT EXPECTED SO SUDDEN however, that Germany had sent a few swift cruisers on a raid of the coast
of England, largely for its moral effect and had not attempted an action
AN ATTACK UPON NORTH
with Its main fleet or an Invasion of England.
SEA COMMUNITIES
It Is reported that several people were killed. London has a report
that two German cruisers were sunk.
NEWS GOES BY UNCENSORED
urnciai announcements from tne British official information bureau
came through with unusual celerityi Some of these dfspatc1--:- -- -'
forwarding
OFFICIAL INFORMATION REGARDI- by the, pensor and transmitted to New York In about an h'J
w iwv i nuur nuurs, wmcn are not unusual
i
vnn
GIVEN OUT
NG,, .OPERATIONS
The
ening.
of war, news from Lbndon.
IMMEDIATELY
Although the raid on England overshadowed all other developments for
the time being, there were important occurrances In other quarters.
TURKS CONTINUE TO FIGHT
The French official statement says that some further progress had
been made by the allies in Belgium; that German attacks In Lodz and the
Woevre district had been repulsed, and British warships had again bomKHEDIVE HOLDS LONG CONSUL-TATIObarded German positions on the coast of Belgium.
WITH THE AUTHORToday's official communication from Berlin disputes the French claim
ITIES IN VIENNA
to an advance in Belgium, saying thatan attempt of the allies to move forthe British warships was repulsed.
London, Dec. 16. Yne Newcastle ward supported by
Further progress has been made by German troops In the east, accord
Evening Chronicle, according to a dispatch reaching London this evening, ing to the Berlin statement, which says that several strong Russian posi
says there is a, probability of a hos- tions have, been taken and 3,000 more prisoners captured. In south Poland,
tile attack on Tynemouth, In North- jit is said, the German and Austrian forces aire gaining ground.
It is reported at Constantinople that the troops of northern Albania
umberland at the mouth of the Tyne
and about 25 miles north of Hartlepool. have declared war on Servia. Albania adjoins Servia on the west and the
The mayor of Tynemouth, a popular tribes of the north ggive allegiance to the king. The reported entrance
resort In the north, with a population into the war was of particular significance because of the conditions
of about 25,000 people, has Issued a among the nations.
notice declaring that the local emergBelgrade in triumph, and the SerKing Peter of Servia has
ency committee has been advised by vian general staff states that not a single Austrian remains within the bor""
the military authorities to have tne ders.
gas In Tynemouth turned off at once
Premier Sandra again stated thatthe position of the country was one
for military reasons. The civil pop. of "watchful
neutrality" and the position of the government was endorsed
ulation hais been advised to remain
by parliament.
but If necessary to leave their
The Khedive of Egypt is said tohave gone to Vienna to confer with
In
dwellings they are advised to go
Austrian
government officials. The khedive has been in Constantinople
the direction of Newcastle, eight miles
most of the time since the outbreak of the war, and it is reported that he
away.
will lead an- - army against the British In Egypt.
London, Dec. 16. A German fleet
made a sudden dash into the North at noon the situation' was described eral houses, according to a message
irom tnis place, and ana one civilian
Sea today, shelled Scarborough, Har- by the admiralty as "developing."
of Whitby died of a wound
of
a
has
poulation
Scarborough
tlepool, Whitby and Redcar, English
coast towns on the North Sea, and nf,i nennle. Hartlenool. together wilh sustained during the bombardment.
was
engaged certain units of the British west Hartlepool, has a population cf The sound of the German guns
20
as
towns
at
inland
far
at
heard
about
90,000.
German
cruisers
fleet. Four
appeared
Yorkshire reports that two Ger- miles, according to some reports.
off Scarborough at an early hour and
People Flee by Thousands
began to bombard the town. It Is ap- man cruisers were . sun in today's
from Scarborough, aroused
flo
in
that
British
the
People
and
no
had
engagement
that
difficulty
they
parent
dropping shells Into the city. Panic tilta was damaged. Nine persons are from their sleep by the German shell?,
seized the people, and many of them reported to have been killed at Hartle- hurried in droves to the railroad
and boarded the first train for
.
pool and a number were injured.
fled from their homes.
after-no- n Hull, where they circulated
alarmist
were
official
bureau
this
The
of
The residents
press
Hartlepool .
made the following announce- stories as to what was Happening on
aroused from their sleep by the sound
of heavy gun fire. In a few minutes ment with regard to the German at- the coast. Thousands of people witshells' from German cruisers began tach on the North Sea coast of Eng- nessed the firing from Red Car, across
the Tees bay from. Hartlepool, acland.
dropping into Hartlepool.
to a message from that wawas
at
West
commander
fortress
raid
"The
cording
naval
of
this
The news
announced by the British, admiralty Hartlepool reports that German war tering place. Three German ships
shortly before 11:10 o'clock this morn- vessels engaged that fortress between were engaged in the bombardment.
Red Car reports also the belief that
ing, and it threw London Into the 8 and 9 o'clock this morning.
British ships engaged the hostile vesgreatest state of excitement that has "The enemy was driven off.
"The German war vessels also fired sels.
prevailed since the outbreak of the
on Scarborough and Whitby."
Scarborough was not fortified ex
.
war.
for a small battery which is pop
Dead
announcement
of
cept
The preliminary
Eighteen Reported
the admiralty made no mention of A dispatch from Scarborough pass ularly believed to be obsolete. Whiby
the damage to Scarborough, which is ed by the London censors says that is also unfortified, but it is a large
a fashionable1 sea resort on the North lg persons were killed at Scarborough shipping center and therefore temptSea, 37 miles northeast of York and by the bombardment of German war- ing to an invading fleet. The ruined
200
four
one
from
house
In
miles
London,
over
persons castle on the cliff 200 feet above the
a little
ships.
or to Hartlepool, an important ship-pin- were killed outright, and In another Cais Grand Sole and tne tower of the
center, about 40 miles northwest house three were killed by bursting municipal amusement hall make
an easy target. One report
j borough
of Scarborough.
Two German warships threw 30 .says that the old castle was shelled,
British flotillas have been engaged
The German vessels that conducted
with Uie enemy at several points, and shells into Whitby and wrecked sev-
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CEASE, AMERICAN TROOPS WILL

ROCKEFELLER

The government took ail telephone
lines for official business soon after
the raid occurred; consequently from
the standpoint of the public, commun
ication between London and the coast
towns was temporarily interrupted.
The reports concerning the number
of German ships engaged in the raid
differ.
One says that four vessels
shelled Scarborough aucl another says
three, while a third declares that on
ly one was engaged in the operation.
Three ships were seen at Scarborough
two at Whitby according to the latest report.
This is the first attack on the United
Kingdom since a small French force
landed in Pembrookshlre in 170S and
was captured. ""
The outpouring of civilians from
Scarborough as the bombardment got
under way gave that port temporari'y
the appearance of some Belgian town.
The streets were crowded with hurrytesS?M,9 iftMyC'oss.'fl 'WYtU' vehicles

FIRE ACROSS THE BORDERLINE

FUND
THIS AND OTHER FOUNDATIONS
WILL BE LOOKED INTO BY
COMMISSION

SO FRANK WALSH ANNOUNCES

FRESIDENT

Reinforcements Are Sent to Assist in Carry
ing Out Order to Stop Shooting
forcements are being sent to Naco ia.
General
response to the requr.st o
Bliss as a precautionary measure.
The troops are the Eleventh, Eighteenth and Twenty-seconinfantry
from Texas City and three batteries
of artillery from Foit Sill, Oklahoma.
With these reinforcements the American forces at Naco would be brought
up to approximately 3,000 men, including 11 troops of cavalry, three
regiments of infantry and six batteries
of artillery with 24 guns.
Guadalajara Taken
The occupation of Guadalajara, second most important city in Mexico, reported last night In dispatches iron
confirmed today in ti
dispatch from the American consul
there. The Carranza forces evacuated the city, destroying a bridge to the
eastward, delaying the entry of Villa
troops.

16. Brigadier
Washington, Dec.
General Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff
of the army, was today ordered by
the war department to proceed to
Naco, Ariz., to use his personal influence with Mexican leaders to cease
MENACES
hostilities.
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Troops Leave for Border

BE TO PERTHROUGH
CORRUPTION
MAY

PETUATE WEALTH

Texas. City. Texas, Dec. 16. After
a night of bustling activity, prepara-- j
Hons for the departure of the Sixth
Denver, Dec. 1G. Frank P. Walsh,
brigade of Infantry for Naco, Ariz,
chairman of the federal commission to aid in
enforcing President Wilson's
on international relations, today andemands that firing across the line by
nounced that the commission woumj Mexicans, cease, were
virtually com-letit oi
therajlw-W- ee
JtfKln: the investigation of the
- '
" v today.
wa expecieu tne turee
station, and the first train fund, all the
it
je,,
Carnegie benevolences the
Eleventh, Eeighteenth an Twenty- away carried a number of women and all the Rockefeller
in
charities,
second infantry,, under command of
and children without baggage.: As the addition to the
$100,000,000 RockefelGeneral Thomas F. Davis,
residents of the east coast of England ler
Brigadier
foundation. This investigation will
would .leave by noon at the latest
were leavhigttiany of them put into
open in New York January 11.
The troops will carry provisions for
operation plans formed in advance for
In the investigation of the various
ten days. One commissioned officer
their personal: Safety in case of a Ger
to Chairman
Battle Near Torreon
man attack. The first sound'! of the foundations, according
and enough enlisted men to compose
the commission will seek to
Walsh,
El Paso, Texasi, Dec. 16. A battte
a guard for the permanent camp hcrGerman guns was taken by many peo
determine "how their policies are
between Carranza and Villa troops
will be left behind.
pie to be thunder.
shaped and by whom th ir relation to
Garrison explained Gen- was in progress yesterday east of TorThe Evening Standard publishes a
Secretary;
reon. Each army numbered about 5,- high finance, the exteut to which eral Scott's mission in
this statement:
dispatch from Scarborough saying that their charter may .o
000. General Villa is in personal comfetched under "By reason of the personal
12 persons were killed and 100 wound
acquain
the United States and whether they tances
mand of his troops. The Carranza.
ed during the bombardment of that
acquired with the different facconstitute a menace or a benefit to
was
tions
while
on
town today by German cruisers.
he
stationed
the forces are commanded by Colonel L
the nation."
,
The port of Hartlepool embraces
General Scott has been sent, Vasquez.
border,
who will ba .:
the
witnesses
Among
was Brought to the
This
information
to Naco to induce tlve warring faci
two tidal basins and six docks aggresummoned, according to Mr. W'alsh's-- Vwua- on the Mexican 'side of the lin border today by reliable persons. It
docks
!and
timber
acres
gating three
announcement, are President Arthur to der.iat. from
was not learned whether any advant- of 57 acres. The harbor course inimperiling persons and
T. Hadley of Yale, Dr: Charles W,.j
had been gained. It has beea
age
on
Genour
five
are
side of tho line.
cludes 70 acresi and there
property
of HarTRrfl;
Eliot, president-emeritu- s
eral Bliss has pointed out to us the known for several days that strong'
docks admitting vessels of 5")0 teet
and Mr. Carnegie, John Rockefeller,
mov
of utilizing General Scott's olumns of Carranza troops were
length and 21 feet draft.
H. Morgan, Daniel Guggenheim, E. possibility
Jr.,
ing from eastern states in an attempt
in
this
A breakwater threerouarters of a
way."
H. Gary, T. N. Vail, president of the campaign
General Scott will leave Washing to cut Villa's communication at Tormile long protects
the harbor en- American
and
center
the
which
is
of
reon,
Telephone
Telegraph
railrpad
m.
ton
at
6:15
;.
trance; there are four shipping yards
today, and expects
W. Perkins, Frani? to
arrive at Naco at 2 p. m. Saturday. central Mexico. The fighting begaa
as well as rolling mills and saw mills. company; George
a,
A Vanderlip, president of the NationIt is not planned that General Scott near San Pedro de las Colonial
Two hundred and eighty-lsteamers,
al City Bank of New York; T, P.
a
miles
Torreon.
from
few
shall relieve or supercede General
and. eight vessels wrth a tonnage of
Sbonts, Jacob Schlff, John Hays Ham- Bliss in the active command of the '
760,00 are registered there.
mond, millionaire mine owner; CleveAmerican Batteries Placed
American troops at Naco. His mission
West Harlepool Is a modern town land IL
Dodge, New York financier; ia
Naco, Ariz., Dec. 16. An America ii
to
handsome
with
buildings.
begin
purely conciliatory,
containing many
H. C. Frick, Seth Low, Samuel Untcr-meyeat least, though what will follow if he battery was placed on the Bisbee
Scarborough is the most popular sea
miles from Naco about
fails to secure compliance by
the road, three
side resort on the northeast coast,
D. Rockefeller,
two miles from the border Jn
John
The
of
calling
but its many hotels mostly are closed
warring factions with the reasonable
Sr., to the stand, according to Mr.
straight line and north of Governor
during the winter months. Barracks Walsh, has not been definitely decid demands of the United States govern-iMaytorena's headquarters. This batnot doubted.
occupied by a small garrison in peace ed upon. Mr. Walsh said the com
After further warnings, if the fire tery faces the front of the Villa etate
times and a battery are on a high
Carran-rmittee proposed to investigate the
sea.
into
Arizona does not stop, it will be. forces besieging General Hill's
the
promontory overlooking
It alsa-faceBoldtera in Naco, Sonora.
charge that the creation of the Rocke returned
by the American troops..
feller- - and other, foundations repre
Hill's east trenches, The guns
While American: reinforcements
Destroyers Meet Cruisers
sents the commencement of "an effort
are trained directly Bouth, and the
lo
Dec.
to
entrainwere
for
(via.
Naco,
London).
ready
today
Hartlepool,
to perpetuate the present position of
gunners are stationed beside their arIt is reported here that a flotilla of
Arizona, administration officials learn- the
corrupwealth,
through
predatory
tillery.
boat
Govofficial
British torpedo
advices that
ed through
destroyers early
I
rVfirn mrtra AtYnarinnn Hnl1-i- a
fir
tion ot the sources of public" informa
VII-er
of
commander
this morning encountered three Gerthe
Maytorena,
as tha:' ''" '''
relative
tion.
same
the
In
positions
miles
off
the
Engman cruisers eight
la troops besieging the Mexican town
one Installed today, except that they
lish coast , The cruisers immediately
of Naco, had announced he would dia- are
farther west. No firing was
en
Stand
Governor
opened fire.
firing into American terrlMexican fac
Denver, Dec. 16. Governor E. M. tory. - This compliance with the or-- 1 ,ried ,on today by the
occasional
shot from
an
except
;tipn,
fedAmnions, on the stand before the
Three Cruisers Participated
ders.of Provisional President Gutier-- 1
on
rela
industrial
commission
eral
16.
The
Dec.
Newcastle
London,
ita. li waa utmuvtu iiitj. wuuu ic
Evening Chronicle places the number tions in the Colorado coal miners', Pva tnse ftitnsi.iion
SOLDIERS BOUND OVER
of German cruisers which bombard- strike investigation today said he
The Washington government had
ed Hartlepool at 'three. It says that favored the establishment of a state teen notified that the orders of Gov
pueblo, Colo., Dec. 16. Six Ui'itea
these cruisers were attacked almost constabulary to put dowp, civil strife, jernor Gutierrez to his commander had States cavalrymen, members of Troop.
immediately by four British destroy- He declared he intended to fight for!been dispatched. It has warned both F. stationed at Walsenburg, were arthe introduction of such a system in .factions that unless the firing ceased. raigned in federal court here charged
ers.
Several entire. rows of houses at Colorado.
American artillery would shell the with the theft of $15,0r& from
on
Amnions
followed
was
Governor
were
and
the
Mexican troops out of their positions.
postofflce. Each waived
Hartlepool
destroyed,
gas works was seriously damaged, the stand by Attorney General Fred
The reinforcements ordered yester- - preliminary hearing and all were jilaet
this newspapers says. It is believed Farrar.
day to proceed to Naco to reinforce ed under bonds of $2,500, in default
Until he had been ordered to go to Brigadier General Bliss were expected Jof which they were committed to j;,ii.
seevral persons were killed or wounded.
Huerfano county to investigate vio- to reach their destination within three j Some $8,000 of the money still is
lence after the battle of Ludlow, the days, and it was the general Impres- - missing, and the authorities are seok-sio- n
Operations Began at a O'clock
attorney general testified, be had not
here that if at the end of the pe-- ! Ing a Trinidad girl who was iiitimn'Et
Pint
Scarborough, England, Dec 15 (via undertaken investigation of law vioia- - riod firing across the border had not with one of the accused
i
Raid,
soon
is
it
the'
American
be
would
who,
disappeared
ceased,
troops
(Contilnued on Page Five.)
(Continued on pas;e Four)
to return the fire. The reln- the robbery.
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this assault are 400 miles from the
shelter of Helgoland, and the admiralty report which sayq that the situation is developing gives the English
people the hope that the raiders wont
be rabla to escape. A! rumor has circulated that two of the. German cruisers were sunk, but it hicks confirma-
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GONE

Berlin, Dec. 16. A small French
aeroplane, the "Bauernschrech," which
translated means "the peasants' terror," is no more an great is the rejoicing thereat among one wing of the
German army which it had disturbed

STORE OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL XMAS
Las VpajLoadinStoro

much.
EstaHiaked

South SidelVja,

1861

For a long period every evening
about o'clock the machine used to
appear over the trenches south of
Rheims, drop just one bomb, which
never failed to scatter death and de
struction and then disappear. Ger
man aviators ascended repeatedly and
made futile attempts to bring down
the dangerous visitor. It wan evident
that the machine carried a murderous
machine gun and that its occupants
were no mean marksmen.
Every aviator who pursued the
"Bauernschrech" sought eagerly the
honor of bringing it down, and as a
result of bravery shown in pursuit
one
officer won an
iron cross but lost his life. After being shot through the hips by a gun in
the French machine he continued to
pilot a German aeroplane for nine

Two Big Specials
for Thursday

No.l

A Big Assortment of Dolls
Worth from 50c to $3.50
of these Dolls are slightly
Some have celluloid heads;
some have composition (unbreakable)
heads; some have bisque heads. Most
of these are character dolls (all sizes)
baseball fans,
clowns,
portraying
babies, etc. Be here early while the
selection Is good.
Some

soiled.

No.

CHOICE

miles.

Finally a reserve artillery captain
a new base for a howitzer, so
constructed as to permit great eleva
tion and rapid change of objective and
the second shot from it finished the
Both bodies were
Bauernschrech.
charred and mutilated beyond recog
nition. It could only be told that one
was an officer and the other a civilian.

Ic,

evolved

2

VERSAILLES

All Silk Waists
1--

2

Price

r
These big
Specials have been drawing the crowds
each day as only such values will. Tomorrow we place on Bale all
Silk Waiste in stock at exactly Half Price. Now Is the time to buy
that Silk Waist you wanted hut felt that Jt was a little more than
you cared to pay.
Ready-to-Wea-

$3.00 Silk
$4.00 Silk

$5.00 Silk
$6.00 Silk
$7.00 Silk
$8.00 Silk

Waists for
Waists for
Waists for
Waists for
Waists for
Waists for

$1.50
$2.00
$2.50

IS BUSY

y

The tourist at Versailles now Is a
rarity. Formerly ho helped constitute
the bulk of the floating population. He
has been supplanted by the soldier's
wife or sweetheart making a farewell
visit. The park of the palace alone
remains open and this is their favor
ite promenade. The museum and everything else of historical Interest is

$3.50

$4.00

ECZEMA SPREAD ALL
EB CHILD'S BODY
Came on Face and Caused Disfig-

urement.
Clothing Aggravated
Trouble( Itching Burning Sensation. Could Not Sleep. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Healed.
1177 Market St., Chehalto, Wash.
VMj little nephew was crow and cried and
complained of itching. The eczema broke
out with a rash, reddish
looking.
It tpread until It
was all over his body, and
It came on bis face and caused
HIa hands
disfigurement.
had to be tied to keep hint
bom scratching. His clothing aggravated the trouble
and made the breaking out
worse. Be was so covered with eruptions
be didn't look natural. There was such an
ttchlng and burning sensation he could not
sleep and kept someone with him continually.
Weeks and months passed by and we bad
almost given up In despair.
"One day I read about Cuticura Soap
and Ointment being good for eczema
and all skin troublos. I sent for a frco
sample and Immediately we discovered a
change for the better. Before the saraplo
was used up there was such a rcmarkablo
change that I bought a box of Cuticura Soap
and a box of Cuticura Ointment. The eruptions healed, the burning and itching ceased
and by the time the Cuticura Soap and
Ointment were used up he was a well boy."
(Signed) Mrs. J. L. Steelman, Apr. 8. 1011.

16, 1914.

"People at home appear to have
wrong notions about the fighting

ILL

qal-iti-

of the enemy. The English are
the toughest and bravest foe we have
to meet. Every individual mnn keeps
on shooting coolly so long he is not
taken prisoner and these trained veterans shoot well.. When we storm a
position the French will run when we
close in with our shouts of 'hurrah',
but the English stick tenaciously to
their entrenchments to the last."
Danger's Arneezeitung, the leading
military publication of Austria, pays
a high tribute to the Servian, Belgian
and Russian troops. The Servians
are called brave, but declaration is
made that they are without food and
ammunition. Credit is given the Belgians for standing with England and
France "when they must have realized
that their own cause was Irredeemably lost." The press is criticized for
its attacks on the Russians, saying
they are brave and capable.

NOT ASSUME

OFFICE UNTIL

APRIL

teacher is employed in Luna county.
Three teachers have professional certificates,' 38 have first grade certifi
cates and only three have second
grade. No other county in the state
can make so fine a showing. It is not
therefore that salaries
surprising
range mostly from $75 to $200 a
month only nine teachers receiving
less and these receiving from $50 to
$70.

F. M. SMITH

NOW IS PRACTICAL-

LY HEAD OF REORGANIZED

MORMON

CHURCH

Kansas City, Dec. 16. Frederick M.
SmKh will not become president of
the Latter Day Saints church In the
full sense of the worcr uu sustained

The department of education today
received from the bureau of education at Washington, D. C, a complete
course of study for intermediate
or
junior high schools, covering the sev
enth, eighth and ninth years. Similar
course of study for commercial and
vocational courses Is given. Comparison of it with the New Mexico-course-s
of study is most interesting.
It is significant that in each year and
in each course, Spanish is one of the
optional studies.

for that position by the next general
conference, which will convene at
a., April 6, next year. But he
will be acting president of the church
till that time, by reason of the unani
mous vote of the church authorities at
JAPS SAIL TODAY
a meeting in Independence yesterday
ELECTRICITY IN HOTELS
Tokio, Dec. 16. The Japanese Red
afternoon.
Cross corps which is going to France
Hotel service would "be vastly difMr. Smith has been first counselor
leaves Yokohoma by the steamer
ferent from what it is without elec- to the
president and Elbert A. Smith Fushimi Maru December 16. The corps
is
this
It
tricity.
mysterious power has been second counselor for several
consists of Dr. Shioda, professor of the
which operates the elevators, runs the
years.. Yesterday's meeting indorsed
ice and refrigeration machines, drives
(Imperial
University, who Is the chief
them to continue in charge of the j
of
medical
the
the fans and ventilators, grinds the
staff; Drs. Mogi and
work of the presidency, as they have
food stuffs, peels the vegetables,
about 15 nurses and a few pharma-- been for the past two or three years.
cists. Landing at Marseilles ihe party
sweeps and dusts and does nearly all
action was necessary to
Yesterday's
the other hard tasks about a modern
will go to Bordeaux.
give then full authonry in view of the
hotel. In addition to this electricity
death
of
the
president.
Samples Free by Mail
operates the telephones, the call bells
There were present at the meeting
Although Cuticura Soap (25c.) and CutiBIG PIECE OF PIPE
and buzzers, the fire alarm signals
cura Ointment (50c.) are sold throughout
nine members of the "Quorum of
and
of
is
all
kinds.
32-It
signal
systems
Skin
with
of
the world, a sample each
Patriarch F. A.
even used to cook the food, to heat Twelve," Presiding
Book will be sent freo upon request.
PUT BACK IN PLAGE
"Seven Presithe
and
of
three
Smith,
T,
Boston,"
"Cuticura, Dept.
water, and to heat the rooms.
Seventies." After sustaining
of
dents
One large New York .hotel Is equip
Frederick M'. Smith for the presidency
ped with 1,200 small motors which
OF REPAIR WORK
condolences' to the COMPLETION
are used throughout the building to the body expressed
400 APPLICATIONS
AT THE ELECTRIC PLANT
of
to
the
presichurch
the
family
and,
do the hardest work, formerly done
WILL BE EASY
dent on his death, and exhorted all of
servants.
This
is
number
by
exclusive
FOR AUTU LICENSE
as
to
of the 1,000 small motors used to the 75,000 members
Late
afternoon
the
yesterday
new president as
drive ceiling, desk and bracket fans. faithfully with the
succeeded
in
steeplejack
the
restoring
to the deceased
SECRETARY OF STATE IS PLEAS- The coal and ashes are conveyed by they have always done.
Las Vegas Light and Power company's-bione.
ED WITH THE EARLY DEelectricity; It pumps the water, drives
smokestack to an upright position.
The bodv congratulated the Reor
a complete machine and repair shop,
MAND FOR NUMBERS
The big detached section, which nad
con
and the motor power is extensively ganized church on Its prosperous
been hanging above the roof of the
belief that
Santa Fe, Dec. 16. Nearly 400 ap- used in the kitchen for peeling vege- dition; and expressed the
plant for several days, was lifted, by
this condition would continue.
means of block and tackle erected
plications for 1915 automobile licenses tables, chopping meatr for vegetable
at
a
was
six years ago,
It
general
have been already received at the of- mashing, for soup straining and mixa tall pole, and set in its proper
in Independence, upon
fice of Secretary of State Antonio Lu- - ing, for turning roasting spits, for conference session
where it was fastened temporplace,
created
Smith
cero. The number tags for automo dough mixing, for ice cream freezing, that President Joseph
means of guy wires.
by
arily
a profound impression by announcing
is the plan of Manager W. P.
It
biles, motor cycles and dealers will for crumbing bread, for grinding cofreceived
that in a revelation he had
Snnihnrj tn hnlt: n. larire section ot
be ready for distribution not later fee, for polishing silver and for dish
his son, Frederick M. Smith, had been
about the Joint, thua
maMotors
also
the
than December 20. All tags for 1915 washing.
operate
as the one who should sue- designated'
ipe
tb
ganger than it was
will have a red background and white chinery in the laundry, and convey the
ceed him. The son, wno was i De- - before the break occurred. Mr. Southrooms.
to
food
kitchen
from
serving
letters and figures.
time little more than. 30 years old,
ard engineered the job from the
In a letter written to Judge J. S. Even the heating system Is operated gan lmmeoiaieiy u
The aerial work was done by
warmground.
the
motors
circulate
which
by
Kirby, Justice of the peace in
for his future tasks. He has acquired Charles Doll, a former sailor, .whose
ed air to all parts of the building.
a broad education, with special refer
Secretary Lueerp. calls attention
ability at handling ropes and cablesThe main use of electricity in hoto the manner irtwnlch the number
sociological and ecoand his absolute fearlessness in the
In addition ence to religious,
for
illumination.
tels
is
.tags shqi),liL.;h,dlftyl9,yed, &"lt( !!??.
nomic problems..
air made him a valuable man. Doll
hotel
8
irative lighting
lnSf
He tu now 37 years olWi"
"In this connection-1- - wish
will
system oi ae;- on Snut.
complete the "upstairs" work.
Crysler avenue, Independ- m ml1p of
was discovered by the climber
It
your attention to tba fact that the law insulated
wires are concealed within ence, and he has a wife and several
that
the detached piece of metal-provides that all license tags shajl be
the walls and partitions of a large children. Last fall ho went to Wor
of
car
about ai ton and
rear
on
end
the
the
weighing
displayed
hotel to carry the electric current to cester, Mass., to complete certain was
in
held
and not on the front, as' some cars are
place by one metal hook
every room where it Is ready to give courses of study and live for a year, attached to a single guy wire. Why
license
dealers'
that
tags
also
doing;
at the snap of a switch.
taking his family with him. They re- this hook did not
are Issued for the exclusive use of light
give way and allow
mained there when he came home to
is
also
extensivebeing
the pipe to crash down on the roof of
the dealers and not for any of their Electricity
return
will
He
bedside.
used for heating and cooking in his father's
the plant, where it probably- - would
customers. I mention this because I ly
hotels. A few hotels and large res- to Worcester today to resume his have done a
great deal of damage, is
have ibeen informed that in some taurants are now
equipped with com- studies.
regarded as a mystery.
towns of the state deafers have allowplete electrio kitchens where all the
ed their customres to ruii their cars
LUNA COUNTY REPORTS
cooking is done
by electricity. A
A. C. Grigaby, rancher from Wat-rouwith some of the duplicates that they
number of heating and cooking
large
Santa
Fe, Dec. 16. 'Miss Grace
was in Las Vegas today to make
were allowed. This' is In violation of
devices, such as electric toasters, perdeputy county superintendent of his Christmas purchae.es.
the law and should not he permitted. colators,
grills, etc., are extensively Luna county, today made her report
When a man buys a car he should be used In most
B. R. Foot came in last night from
hotel kitchens as auxil to the department of education showmade to buy a license before he is al- iaries to the
and
a
not
coal
third
gas
ranges.
grade Albuquerque on a short business trip.
single
ing that
lowed to run it."
i,

ss

Versailles, France, Dec. 16. War
has transformed this ordinarily quiet
historic city into a bustling military
town. Headquarters of the Germans
during the siege of Paris, it Is today
the quarters of some of the troops of
the military government of the capital and it is also the depot for army
stores and is an aviation, center. Nec-bis the St. Cyr military academy,
which is similar to the American West

Point

$3.00

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

closed.

Squadrons of recruits are drilled
daily in the public- streets. The commands of their officers sometimes are
unheard in the rattle of heavy munition wagons that pass so frequently
nuiiiii iiirt.yicairiw'uorses just arrived
and destined for the cavalry.
-
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BIG AUTO PARADE

came, will be placed
The Automobile Club of Southern
California is taking an active part in

the preparations for this grand

TO MARK FAIR'S

spec-

tacle, and its members have been asked to aid in securing the attendance
of as many automobile parties as possible on this occasion.

OPENING

Pains in Back and Hips
Are an indication of kidney trouble
a warning to build up the weakened
FOR
SAN DIEGO IS PREPARING
kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
GREAT DOINGS ON JANUARY
blood of acids and poisons.
Go to
FIRST
your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
San Diego, Calif., Dec. 16 One no- town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
table feature of the great celebration Drug Store V.v.
to be he-- in San Die(;o nt the time
of the opening of the San Diego exMORE ABOUT STAMPS
position, on January 1, will bo a parSanta Fe, N. M., Dec. 1G. Register
ade of automobiles in the afternoon Frank Delgado, of the local land ofof that day, which, from the number fice, has received a letter from Com
of entries already in, promises to he missioner Clay Tallman, of the genthe longest parade ever seen on the eral land office, eepartment of the

Pacific coast.

-

interior, concerning

the

documents

Automobile parties from every city which require and which do not re
and town In Southern California and quire war tax stampB, Under the title
from many cities In Arizona, are be- of "Bonds," the department holds that
ing formed at the present time, and the law requires stamps on mineral
plans are being laid for the pilgrim- surveyors' bonds and prospectors'
ages to San Diego. Each of the ci- bonds; it is also applicable to bonds
ties will provide banners, pennants given by a sawmill operator and to
and flags for the decoration of the bonds required of purchasers of damautomobiles, and the committee in aged timber.
Under the section of "Certificates,"
charge of the celebration In San Diego
will provide parking spaces for the it is found applicable to certified copmachines upon their arrival in San ies of patents, documents, or other
Diego.
records which the local land offices
It is expected that all of the auto- offices; certified copies of. field notes
mobile parties will reach San Diego furnished by the United States surveyon December 1, In order that the or general and "all certified copies of
members be able to take part in the records whlih the local land offices
New Year's eve festivities, and at- are authorized to furnish under the

tend the ceremonials at midnight,
when the lights of the exposition are
io be turned on by President Wilson,
who will touch, a button In the Whit
House, and when the great key of the
exosltion will be turned over to President Davidson by the builders of tho
exposition, with appropriate ceremonies.

At 2 o'clock of the afternoon of
January 1 the great automobile parade will be formed on the downtown
streets of San Diego. It will be divided into sections, each city or town
represented having Us section, la
whinh automobiles from that particular place, bearing banners, pennants
Dnd flags announcing whence
tbt?y

act of March 22, 1904."
War tax stamps are not required
upon applications to enter lands under the public, land laws, whether the
Jurats are executed before the register and receiver of the local office or
before some other officer authorized
to take acknowledgements In public
land matters. Neither Is it required
to place stamps upon township plats
furnished by. the local land officers
showing entered and vacant lands In
particular townships.
Ordinary powers of attorney In eon-tecases, or powers of attorney to
represent and protect a client's Interest in claims pending before the land
department, do not require stamps-
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Mystery!
Rack your brainsuse
your logic let judgment help you guess,
conjecture!
But if you really want
to draw back the veil of
mystery, see

The Trey

s,

;

GERMANS

PRAISE

ENEMIES

Berlin, Dec, 16. Evidences of the
reaction of German officers ana soldiers fighting at the front against the
tendency to belittle the fighting qualities of the enemy continue to accumulate.

Soldiers' letters and returning soldiers speak in terms of high appro
ciation of the military prowess and
soldierly qualities of their opponents
and among several hundred wounded
with whom the correspondent of the
Associated Press has talked in his
visits to hospitals the last fornight
no one was found who refused to
credit the enemy in general, Russian,
French and Belgian and English with
bravery and military bkIII.
Distinctions are drawn, it Is true,
the British being generally recokned
as the toughest opponents on the west
front.

The Germans had a high opinion of
the fighting qualities of the French
soldiers before this war began. The
fighting which occurred on the march
from the Belgian frontier to the Mama
and Paris tended to lessen their remost stupendous, spect for toughness of French moral
fiber, but the last two months have
changed that again and soldiers' letmoving picture play of ters reflect increased respect for
the times.
them. The recent fighting of the remnant of the Belgian army in Flanders
Cost $200,000
pro- - also has greatly rased the German
of the Belgian soldier, who,
iuce
first
of films. estimation
in the general army opinion, had not
greatly distinguished himself at Liege,
Namur and Antwerp and the interveniction in every foot of ing field engagements.
:he reels.
As to the British, field post letters
continue to bear out the statement
A
from a German expert as to their rob
will
ust fighting qualities. One of the lat
est of these letters, printed In the
Gazette, contains the followCologne
juessmg.
Watch for the next InstaTaint
ing striking passage:

O'H earts

No Question

What It's Made Of
The Ingredients are plainly stated on every tin of
;T.srTl;

NTANT
OSTUM

II

yF

ff

ami also ia the advertising.
wheat is. separated Into kernel and outer-coa- t
combined with a small amount of wholesome molasses,
roasted separately and skilfully blended to give Postum a delice
But
Java! coffee.
ious, snappy flavour similar to
Postum "is free from caffeine and tannin, the drugs that make
coffee harmful.
Choice whole

high-grad-

The

shrilling, interesting
to

the

set

Intense dramatic
feature that

set
his whole community

Anyone with signs of nervousness, indigestion, heart .flutter, sleeplessness or other ills often
by coffee, can learn something of vailue by quitting coffee and using rostum

HeaJthfxil

Deliciouj

Economical

Postum now comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be boiled to bring out the rich flavour. 15c and 25c packages.
Instant Postum soluble form, made in the cup with hot water Instantly. 30s and 50c tins.
Both kinds are delicious, cost per cup about the same, sold by Grocers everywhere.

There's

Reason" for POSTUM
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stock. We will give you 25 per cent Discount on
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DISCOUNT SALE 2S

25

.

AH Men's. and Boys'

' I v..

SCOTS

MM

WE ALSO HAVE FOR THIS SALE
I

SALE OPENS

GREEN BERGER

I

Dec. 15th

CHAMPIONS FIND

Forty Dozen Fifty Cent Neck Ties at 25 Ctc. Ezsoh
All new up to date Ties Reversible and Flowing Ends.

California boy, the game on the coast
has been killed, at least for the present, and he will have to drift east if
he intends Jo get into the limelight
before the 1914-1- season ends. Ritchie
Is a most pleasing fighter and it is to
be regretted that he has not, hustled
along a bit faster since the London affair with Welsh.
5

SUE DING
ROUGH

Copyright Hart Sduffher & Mux

I.

SALE CLOSES
Dec. 24th

the censor who previously cut them

CENSOR 5 WORK A

In 1870 it was- - calculated that the $101.54 of 1913, $37.32 of
1912, and $291.42 of 1912, $lbl.03 of 1914, $3,- Germans fired 150 bullets and six $1.60
of 1911 taxes coirected. Lincoln 875.30 Of 1913 $515.17 of 1912, $170.18
The newspaper was not the first in- shrapnel shells for every woundad
county is third, with $31,814.14 of 1914 of 1911 and $69.35 of 1910 and prior
stitution hit by the war. With the Frenchman. In the
a
$136.55 of 1913, $168.36 of 1912 taxes; taxes.
Eddy county, the same as iaet
first excitement circulation went up war it Is said 3,000 bullets were fired
then Sierra with $16,646.65 of 1914, year, is again one of the laggards re
for
mobllllife
the
while
and
by leaps
'bounds,
lost
every
$4,391.62 or 1913, a&d $78.30 of 1910 porting no 1914 taxes collected in
ation cut off sources of supply of
and prior taxes collected in Novem- November but $5,263.33 of 1913,$224.30
Gas
comes
in the stomach
from food
paper. Dallies that had not a good
Taoa $15,463.34 of 1914, $1,254.43 of 1912, $255.84 of 1911 and $76.09
reserve stock shrank at once from which has fermented. Get rid of this ber;
of 1913, $1.37 of 1912 and $26 of 1910 1910 and
prior. The heavy 1914
four pages to two, then from a full badly digested food as quickly as posand prior taxes collected; Torrance
greatly relieve the financial
sheet some even appeared for weeks sible If you would avoid a bilious at
$0,920.29 of 1914, $257.71
of 1913, situation of the state.
in quarter sheet eize.
tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need.
It
cleanses
At the same time so many unem
and strengthens the
ployed men, women and children he- - stomach, liver and bowels, and re
came newsvendors that Paris suffered stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
for a time from a riot of news. The 50c. Sold by Central Drue Co. Artv
2,000 pounds or More, each dllvery
2oc per 100 lbs.
military governor decided that it was
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs.
TAXES COMING IN
too much for the nerves of Paris, and
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery..
30c per 100 lbs.
Santa Fe, Dec, 19. Something use
at the first sign that the situation was
50 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 pounds, each d livery
becoming panicky, all extras were sup- $150,000 of the 1914 taxes have been
50c per 100 lbs.
pressed and the crying of news or collected in eight counties which re
ported to the traveling auditor today.
titles of newspapers prohibited.
The temporary disappearance of the Quay county makes the best showing
Harvesters, Storera and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity aad
illustrated Journals was a severe blow with 17,397.19 of 19i4 taxes collected
to those whev gather- around the kiosks in 1914. In addition $70.20 of 1913
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Maid Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
and get cheap information and divers-Io- taxes fwere taken In. McKinley coun
from the dozens of periodicals ty comes next with $36,291.46 of 1914,
'
displayed.
"The "Illustrations," the "Annales,"
"Ruy Bias." the, "Crl de Paris," "Lec
tures pour Yous," "Rise" and "Je Sals
Taut" have reappeared, but nearly aai
the humorous weeklies are still ab
sent for obvious reasons. The car
toonist is exercising his talent on war
posters, displayed for sale alongside
voluminous series of post cards. Some
cr
of them are subtle in their satire, but
the war has numbed the inspiration
and wit of the French cartoonist.
The afternoon calm of the boulevards is undisturbed by the loud
newsboys, who seemed always to
be making a desperate race for some
unknown goal and trying to sell out
their stock of sporting papers on the
wing. No racing killed the turf pa
pers at the outset of hostilities. All
other sporting journeis suspended and
thus far only the "Auto" and "Sport
ing" have resumed.
Meanwhile new publications, born
of the war, chronological, historical
and photographic, are appearing near
ly every day.
out.

Russo-Japanes-

SOURCE OF

d

GRIEF

Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occasion recently to use a liver medicine NEWSPAPERS IN EUROPE
AS
INJURIES COST CLABBY, WELSH
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:
WELL AS AMERICA ARE
AND KILBANE CONSIDERHAMPERED BY IT
"They thoroughly cleased my system
ABLE MONEY
and 1 felt like a new man light and
free. They are the best medicine I
Paris, Dec. 16. Peculiar things hapChampion boxers need a much care have ever taken for constipation. They
to news in these days when it Is
pen
these days as a high class race horse.
keep the stomach sweet, liver active, so scarce and censors are so strict.
The champions, especraliy, have been bowels
regular." O. G. Schaefer and Much news is "lifted" from one newsr
accustomed of late years to drawmg Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES

paper into another and when a writer
down small fortunes nearly every time
gets a story into print there is no tell
when
start
and
goes
anything
they
ing under what date line or whose
wrong with their "money getters"
SERVIANS NEED OFFICERS
name
It may reappear.
woe
in the camp, immediately,
(there is
Nish, Servla, Dec. 16. There Is a
One of the few graphic and authen-- i
eays the Kansas City Star's sport shortage of officers in the Servian ar
tic
stories from the front appeared in
writer. During the past few months my, due not only to the severe losses
an
afternoon paper here on a recent
suffered
have
three champions
sustained in the earlier littles of the
Freddy Welsh, Jimmy dabby campaign,- but also lo the losses r! Sunday. It was cabled to New York
and Johnny Kilbana Welsh hurt his the two Ba.'i;-vara. rte gaps have the same evening. The next daj a
hand in his bout with Fred Yelle at Droved a Bource of considerable em Paris newspaper, picked iup the story
Boston some few weeks ago, although barrassment to the army chiefs, and a and that afternoon another paper did
st did not prevent him from going on number of youthful cadets from the the same thing. Other papers, morn
with Young Shugrue at Madison military college have now been given ing and afternoon, ran the story n
Tuesday. And then, on Wednesday
Square Garden, New York, last week. commissions and sent to the front.
dearhim
morning an English newspaper print
cost
have
serious
conceri
of
it
However, might
Another matter
ed the item, as a "special despatch
ly, for had Shugrue gone in and taken in army circles Is the difficulty of car
from
the north of Fiance" over the
are
who
it
made
have
more chances he might
ing properly for thp wounded,
the signature of an authentic war cor
as
A
towns
knockinterior
the
for
the
bad
into
sent
champion.
being
Tery
out would have put Freddie to the bad raDidlv as possible.
Although there respondent.
The incident is not so much an ex
and no one would listen to any story are a number of Red Cross units from
about his right hand being out of com- foreisn countries on the ground, there ample of loose editorial work as a
mission.
is s311 a shortage of trained help, and demonstration of, the journalist's trou
his
shoulder
still more serious shortage of drugs bles during the war. Copy Is scawie
a
Jimmy Clabby injured
again in his championship battle with and of surgical and hygienic applian enough at toest, and the censor ruins
the best of it while the staffs of all the
George Cuip pf San, Francisco and will ces.
Paris papers are decimated by the
bo unable to fight again tor a few
CASE AFTER CASE
mobilization.
weeks; in tact.it is keeping Jimmy
out of the ring for at teast two
Each copies from aV the others and
months. He injured the same should, Plenty More Like This in East Las a story that passes observation today
Vegas
er in his bout with Jimmy Gardner
may catch the eye tomorrow. This
over four years ago and again in Aius.
applies to the censor's staff as well,
Scores of East Las Vegas people for an article approved in the morning
tralla he sprained it while playing
baseball. Johnny Kilbane hurt his can tell you about Doan's Kidney is sometimes cut out in the afternoon.
thumb several weeks ago and was Pills. Many a happy citizen makes One man with the oiflcial scissors
obliged to lay off for two montns. a public statment of his experience. seeg orte paragraph that will not do.
better His
Johnny figured that it cost him about Here is a case of it. What
colleague passes the same article-ihad than such
can
be
merit
of
careful
cannot
too
be
Boxers
10,000.
proof
another
paper, but finds another
f
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
of their hands. It might he added endorsement?
objectionable paragraph that the other
With LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
that Ad Wolgast asserts that he was Mrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave. did not iee.
out about $50,000 during the time he East Las Vegas, says: "About four Olemenceau'a rechristened
paper. cannot reach the seat of the disease.
was incapacitated by a broken arm ears ago I was suffering a great L'Homme Enchalne, recently contain- - Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
was
and again by an operation when he deal. My back ached terribly and
ed the heading of an. editorial "is It disease, and in order to cure it you
to
me
for
was
hard
so
it
that
lame
was champion.
True?''. The rest of the column was must take internal remedies. Hall's
and
work
that
do
to
over
brought
bend
any
What has become of Willie Ritchie,
blank and the public shall have to Catarrh Cure is taken Internally,
muFor a time Willie a strain on my loins.. My kidneys wait for the end of toe war to know acts directly upon the blood and
the
is
Catarrh
Cure
Hall's
whole
cous
surface.
and
system
act
didn't
my
right
was very much in the public eye, but
whether, it isi true pr not.
was prehome
It
our
medicine.
a
in
not
Others
.was
affected.
quack
news
seems
he
months
case
a
In another
dangerous
during the past few
one of the best physicians
to have disappeared from off the had been greatly benefited by Doan's item was cut out but the head was scribed by
them.
for years and is a regin
this
and
I
country
Pills
using
began
earth. Since he was beaten by Freddy Kidney
overlooked.. It was a geoa head and,
never
have
I
and
ular
prescription. It is composed of
Welsh for the world's championship I was soon cured
of course, contained the meat of the
tonics known, combined witu
or
back
the
best
trouble
from
had
my
any
la the lightweight division Willie has
article.
blood purifiers, acting directthe
best
since."
kidneys
as
a
not lived up to his reputation
The Crl de Paris says "the censor
mucous surfaces. The persimon
the
Don't
dealers.
all
ly
at
Price 50c,
hustler. He was supposed to be
is as conspicuous as a pretty woman,"
of the two Ingre
combination
fect
a
get
for
ask
remedy
kidney
ply
matched with two or three boys on the
then proves it by giving details of
what
is
dients
same that
produces such wonderPacific coast, but each time it tell Dean's Kidney Pills the
certain incidents in which
Send
In curing catarrh.
Foster-Mllburresults
ful
had.
Mrs.
Co.,
Meyers
Caillaux and 'Madame caillaux were
through and to date Ritchie has not
free.
for
testimonials,
Y.
Adv.
N.
Buffalo,
Props.,
Wilengaged in, a real contest Unless
concerned, but regarding which the F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
lie gets busy and fights as a lightcensor had imposed a strict silence. Sold
by Druggists, price 75c.
LIMITED GAMBLING SEASON
Monsieur and Madame Caillaux apr Take Hall's
weight he will lose all title to the
Family Pills for consti
American championship, for there are
London, Dec, 16. Because of the peared arm in arm on the boulevard, pation.
other boys, especially Charles White, war, Monte Carlo is to have a limited and were hooted. They went to a
eager to apnex the title and defend it. season this year, opening some time restaurant to :dine and all the other
MANY BULLETS FLYING
Reports from the coast are to the ef- in December. - Formerly it was the guests rose to leave. They went into
London, Dec. 16. One of the things
fect that Ritchie has gained In weight custom to begin the gambling season the garage where the requisitioned
frequently noted by soldiers at the
and cannot make the limit of 133' on November 15, and long, before then motor cars of the military governfront in writing to relatives and
pounds any more, wich, if true, will the frivolous world of sport and fash- ment of Paris are kept and ordered a friends Is the extraordinary expendi
throw him Into the class ahead and ion had gathered here, and by Decem- car, hut the car was refused and
ture of bullets required to kill a man.
give Charlie White a chance to claim ber gayety was at Its height. Out of
approved the refusal. All these
German report states that many
the American title of champion light- the 800 employes of the Casino nearly incidents, suppressed pitilessly by the German soldiers fired 4,000 cartridges
weight. The boxing season has been S00 are now serving France with the censor in Paris, were passed in the apiece during the first month of the
in full bloom for the past two ahd a colors. The rest have been retained Eclalreur de Nice, and now the CM war. An fcngusn ooserver eeuiuateu
half months, but Ritchie has remained in the service of the company at tem- de Paris had the chance to smuggle that 25 German shells are wasted for
tli om tnfn T r a n r Ary ho tinn rt
idle. To make matters worse for the porarily reduced rato
every man killed by them.
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THE GREATEST SIDE SPLITTING COMEDY EVER SHOWN IN LAS VEGAS
Featuring Charles GhapHn
The inimitable Cpmedian and
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ators showing satisfaction with agreements with the union. The union had
not intended to enfoirue the check off
in Colorado, he said; nor had it sought
to call a strike. The enforcemant of
the state laws was all that was sought

SURPRISE

and $200 additional relieving distress
in the strike districts, he said.

ELKS
ANNOUNCE
SOMETHING
SPECIAL AT THE PRIVATE
SECRETARY

'

TODAY IN CONGRESS

Senate:

Dec. 16.

Met

Washington
it noon.
Foreign relations committee ordered
Nicaraguan treaty reported for ratification.
;
Administration ship, purchase bill
front lesmmerce
voting don ail amendments., tao.
Hearings continued: on. power site
land; leasing bill and Philippine independence bilLfif House: Met at noon. y
Colonel Roojevelt declined; to appear jbefore Sayitkcpmmltt.ee.
Legislative appropriation., bill debat
ed on the tlovw-- , ,

:',

'

-

i

,

n ROOS EV ELT WQNX COM E
Roos
Washington, Dec.
WANT
evelt will not appear feefore the house
naval) affairs committee. A telegram
(Cash In Advance for Mall
from Jxim today to s Representative
Subscriptions.)
who proposed that Mr. Roose
Hobson,
Remit by check, craft or money
velt be invited to discuss the situation
rder. If sent otherwise we will not COMMERCIAL
CLUB
and needs of the navy, said:
responsible for loss.
WISH TO BE SERVICE TO
"Thanks for your telegram.. I do
Specimen copies free on application,
AGRICULTURISTS
not see where I can odd other than
what
again and again written,
1 and doI have
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
not believe I would serve any
W. P. Southard,' president
EXPIRATION OF TIME
useful purpose by appearing. Does
of tlio
Commercial club, vtaid this morning
PAID FOR
not seem to? me that it would be well
that the main object of the luncheon
to take any public action in the matfor the farmers and thelr wives, to
(Continued from Page One)
ter. I would come if I could do any
Advertisers are guaranteed the be given by. the. club Jtfonday noon, is
good, but I do not believe It would do
largest dallv and weekly circulation to impress upon the residents of the tion.
any good.
(Signed)
"You must understand," he
; .W'THEODORE
ad,
jf any newspaper In northern New country districts the fact that the orROOSEVELT."
that my oflice has no iower to make Frank Linroot Rosevelt, assistant
Mexico.
ganization is at their service.
"We want the farmers to feel that an investigation in a c.fiitity wii.luiu t secretary of the navy, was a witness
the club is working in their interest,' an ord-;- r from the governor."
before the ' committee today.
TELEPHONES
It was not until he was ordered to
said Mr. Southard. "If the club Js sucthe violence in Huertwv
WHITE SLAVERY CASE i business Office
Main 2 cessful in bringing more people to investigate
;
In Las Vegas, the value of the county, he said, that hehad
.'Ebrais.
Albuquerque, Dec.
News Department
Main 9 reside
farmers' land is bound to increase. knowledge of the charge of law site Fowner of a cigar stora in Rosweili was
If the farmers are able to to make iation which were basis ft)r a paw of piacea on trial in federal.:ourt-he- e
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1914. their lands more productive, the vaKeT6 demands made by Ijb strUc- e- ot- - tbctay, charged with violation
"
, t
of city property la bound to increase tenaers.
Mann act in bringing Clara Levine
Judge J. G, Northcutt,; recalleC, 'wl into New Mexico from Fort .Worth,
and we will have ft larern tinniilatlnn
flVE MILES SOUTH OF ZERO in the cityf For this reason the club that in tho occupation of Trinidad hurt Texas. This Is the fourth
whjte slave
An old colored preacher once was is doing aft in its
power to assist the spring the strikers raised the Greek caBe brought to trial at the I present
flag over their hall.
describing to an awestruck congrega farmers,
I
court term.
,
tion the remarkable hotness of hell.
John E. Lawson, the Colorado mem"Since professor M. R. Gonzales, the
"Brudders and Sisters," he shout- agricultural expert, has been given of- ber of tlie executive board of the
'TREATY IS REPORTED
"de heat ob dat Infernal place am fice room' In the quarters, we hopo United Mine Workers of America, was
Washington, Dec.' 16 After, months
caujsfe-JfIs of deliberation
exceedingly Intense. In fac' It am so the farmeik will feel more free to visit1 excused from testifying
and repeated, failure to'
iot dat gold an" silver an brass an' the club jfboms. We hope eventually under indictments carrying
actlonfthe
get
foreign; relations com.
......
.
J
n
copper am melted sixty miles away u t.nave
charges. He read! ; a statement mittee today orderecr the Nioaraguan
wrviy laruiur m luis immiJ
Srom de front gate."
diate neighborhood a member of the in which he said he tM agreed t treaty 'reported to the senate tfor rati- The Albuquerque Herald says Albu club, but while we are convincing tha, testify but his attorneys
adjdvisd. Seattosru.'i Ther Unitedn Statet" would'
querque has been mistreated because agriculturists of the value of club; against it.
ill
,000,000 for-- a JJiearaguari ,eanai
She weather station, located five miles membership, we are anxious to be
The statement contijifud j
plea rants- and ;navalybaesifrtAe! Bay of
wouth of the city, registered eight de come better acquainted. It would from President Wilson fend Seth- Low Fenza. '
'U
grees below sero yesterday morning. please every mml&U-o- t 4&efilub to of, the. concUiatioaboarU; ecently apt
It states that If the official thermo- see a bunch of Jbirnwrs in the quarters pointed by the president! gto John D. Charles Russell appeared in the
meter had been located within the city every day.",
Rockefeller, seriously! urging that the oourt of Judge D. R. Murray this af
coal strikers accept tlUjj federal me ternoon and furnished bond for his
It undoubtedly would have register-swl- e
WANTS-BROTH- ER
a much higher temperature-- It
diation plan endorsed by the president
SAVED
on Friday afternoon at 2
might be well to consult the old
Reno, Nev., Deo. 16. R. Meaker. already accepted by th,iiiinejrs.
o'clock to answer to a charge of disilored preacher, who seemed to be owner of a dairy here, has sent dis
n your suggestion is not acceptea turbing' the peace and breaking win"an expert on temperatures, and ask patches through Senators
Newlands by Mr. Rockefeller whett presented dows. Russell is said to have been
tiim what would be the temperature and Plttman to the British consultate by Mr. Low," the statement continued, a member Of the gang that stacked
ive miles north of a station reglstr-In- at San Francisco and to a brother, A. "this master of millions will be the Railroad avenue
Sunday night, breakJ. Meaker, of Provo, Utah, . asking second person in the life of your ad ing windows,
eight degrees below zero.
upsetting wagons and
o
them to have the United States act ministration who has Hiiurned your running away with mortar boxes. Th
to save his brother, Percy J. Meaker, kindly offices in the cause of peace
complaint was sworn out by Officer
A NEWSPAPER CROSS
manager of a Mexican ranch, who ha and justice the other one being Gen Pierce Murphy of the night force. Murr
Every craft has its crosses. One of been arreate
eral Victoriano Htterta,
of phy looked for Russell last night, but
by
the sore afflictions of the newspaper forces at Nivajoav Scmora, according Mexico, present whereabouts
was unable to find him. Chief Coles
Huulneas is found In the fact that peo-.t- o
Associated Press dispatches receiv-pipicked up Russell late this afternoon.
generally ttilnk It's no work to get Jed here. Governor. Oddie has been
Frank J. Hayes, vice president of The arrest of other alleged memben
4jnt a paper. One of the hardest Jobs. asked topsS5.lMjrltJsh ambas-jjver- the United Mine Workers of America, of the
gang of revelers will follow
editor does though generally (sudor. Sir Cecil Rpring-iiipp- .
'
rend correspondence from fowa oper soon, it Is declared.
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CHRISTMAS BREAKFAST WILL BE
SERVED TO DORMDWELL-ERAND "EXES"
S

Tonight is the dress rehearsal for
"The Private Secretary." Tomorrow
night, Thrsday, is the time' for the
big show. The cast is ready to give
a performance that will be a complete
surprise to their many friends.
Quite a number of people in Las
Vegas have seen the original production cf "The Private Secretary" back
east when William Gillette played the
stellar role, and one man saw it in ol'
London with the original cast. Ail
are of the opinion that no better vehicle could have been chosen where
pure, unadulterated tun is ,the desired
requisite, . ..
,
Whatever qualms the Elks may have
regarding a full house onhureday
night will be completely dispelled afGater they have announced, tnfelr big surprise, advertised today, to be "sprung"
in tomorrow night's Optic. The surprise will be in the liaiure of a ChristTO
mas present to those contemplating
seeing "The Private Secretary."
There are still many good seats '.o
be gotten Murphey's. Better order
OFFICERS yours tonight.
-

Kaffirs- - Skull' -- 2

SOCIAL EVENTS AT

in Colorado.
;.
Armed- mine-- ' guards had attempted
to restraiii obedience to the strike caii,
he said. He had spent all his salary

GOERS

'

4

THE HOUSE OF COMFORT

FOR SHOW
5

the

Also- -

o( (hose attending the Elks Show
we will start The Million Dollar Mystery at 7:00 sharp.

I
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"to-read
tne pieasantest-M- s
his -- ex
changes. But it is hard work, and it
must be done. For the editor who
gets a day'Vor two "back" in his exchanges never .catches up. And the
tiling that makes him maddest, though
he will look up and greet the stranger
with a smile who does It, is for a man
to come in, saying: "Well, I saw you
were sitting there doing nothing but
reading, so i thought I'd Just pass the
time of day with you!"
Remember this, you who would have
business with, the editor: 'It's all right
to come In w.hen he's reading or writing or editing copy; nut don't get it
in your head that waea he's reading
h.'s exchanges you. have come In the
idle hour. How can an editor get any
Ideas if he doesn't read, ethers' Ideas?
Do you think he sfs down and thinks
em up out of his bead? Well, he
doesn't. He reads- - score of papers
every morning, and from one or two
he gets a suggestion or two. ' Some
times he finds an item that makes him
mad; then7 he' writes well-- sometimes
a vagrant---rtem- ,
a pay local, a tele
t,
starts
graphic
a rich train.
suggestion. But the
sure way ty,. wreck .the. train, and
make yomrpapstnpiat and tnane, is
to come busting In when he is read
is doing the
ing the exehangeauTJH

Part
Beliance Drama and "Fatty's
Wine Party"-- !

This is not the regular program
y' but a feature;
(costing us extra money;,, ,,r
For the benefit
& ami iOo

VISO1ER0051S

0;

x

.'

r

16.-O- scar

The Y. M. c. A. will enter the Christmas festivities and is planning several social features for the holiday
season. The novel idea
serving a
Christmas breakfast to residents of
the dormitory will be carried out.
Those Who have lived in the building
recently, together with their better
halves, are also to be invited. A
Christmas tree win be brought In
from the hills, and a real Santa Clans
will be the guest of honor.
Interest in bowling is to be revived,
and a tournament is being arranged
for Christmas week, when it is expected that five or six teaas will enter.
Some of the old time "almost three
hundred" rollers "will hive a chance
to get in trim again and demonstrate
their "coma back" ability. This is
about the time of year wlien tlie
howling fever takes possession or its
followers, and a lively time is likely
to occur. The teams will be composed of three men each, and any group
of men may get together and enter
their team. A smaller tournament
may be put on at the same time for
boys, who will roll during the after
noons.
High man and members of
the winning team will be presented
with beautiful association emblems.

Watch Bracelets

jit

Fountain Pens

Party Boxes
Vanity :Cases
Silver Pencils
Hand Bags
T

TAUPERTS
.iL
rTTTJu1;.

EUlllll,

bv.

r

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Dec. 16. The second day
of open trading iu the long list of
stocks began with indications of further selling of the international group.
United States,. Steel, Canadian Paci-ficaUnion, Pacifio"sof( under yesterday s, lowest 'prices
offerings of

foy

TT.IIIpi--

H

'Ml

Will

ftere be agVictrola

in your home this Xm as?

S15 to

$200

STORE OPEN EVENINGS

Steel were again the.'.' features, the
stock declining to 50 in lots of 200
to 15,000 shares. "Fractional gains
were made by Erie, Missouri Pacific,
the coppers and American Can, but
.mo unuei turn: was neavy.

The Store

of Quality"

of-th-

-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Dec. 16. Wheat prices to

--

day showed an unusual degree of stea- "'lui, uiicuiug uil Ui yz up,
the market declined moderately all
around, and then held at the same as
last to
below. The close was stea'
to
cent net decline.'
dy at
'Cold weather demand from feeders
put a little firmness into com. The
opening, which varied from
decline
to 4 advance, was followed by prices
slightly above yesterday's
Iose. ';The close was,;fiteadyi but
to J,fil-- 4 under last night.
Quotations for hogs carried provisions upgrade after the market sa
ged, owing to lack of demand.
The closing quotations were:
Wheat, Dec. 1.18; May 1.22.

Goods Bought can be Exchanged

inn

1-- 4

'

Rie

n
C5

1--

all-aro-

.

Xtst&stV ttwsil&wkk

,

69.
51.

Corn, Dec. 63; May
Dec. 47 j May
Pork, Jan. $18.30; May

'Oats,

$18.77.
Lard, Jan, $10.07; ;May $10.97.
Ribs, Jan. $9.97; May $19.75.
KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, Dec. 16. Hogs, receipts
7,000.' Market higher. Bulk $77.20:

-2

OFF

1-

-4

OFF

WOMEN'S -- :'v
SUItS AND COATS

EVENING GOWNS

HOLIDAY GIFTB

heavy $7.107.20; plga $6.507.
Cattle, receipts 6,000. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $9.5010.75; western steers $79.2.r; calves $69.75
Sheep, receipts 5,000. Market higher.
Lambs $7.758.50; yearlings $6.25(fi
7. CO.

1-

Complete Lino of

g

e

EAST..LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
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TELEPHONE OR.DEILSFILLED
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LAB VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
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Made by Best Clothing flanfacturers in the world such
llUlHlllU HLUlIiVlU. as Hirsch Wickwire, Society Brand and Kirschbaum.
MRTUIMr. DCQCDUCn

PALACE CLOTHING CO.

BEN LEWIS

KSUSI

o'clock this morn- by the crown prince, entered Belgrade
at the head of this troops on Tes-daDecember'. 15, at 1 o'clock in the
Wrecked
Town Practically
Just before daylight broke a vesBel morning. The number of prisoners
have left
of the cruiser type was observed off that the
"
since
Servians
of
hands
the
in
the
The
warship
Scarborough.
close and for bTalTTi "fiour "ffirew shell the" beginning of the "war Is placed lar
:
;?.
after .shell- - hi to the town; doing con- 60,009."
siderable damage.
Thann a Stronghold
A woman behind, ' a counter in a
hus
Switzerland, Dec. 16 (via
Basel,
her
was
and
killed
shop
Instantly
band was wounded. The ruins of the Paris) The French armies appear to
have taken the offensive along the
shop tumbled downabout them.
Forty or fifty shells were thrown, entire front from Belfort to Sainte
aux Mines.
the objective of ,the German gunner
Heavy
artillery
the windows to shake in
causes
town
which
hall
the
firing
apparently being
was damaged slightly. Other proper- houses here by night and day. The
ty suffered much more severely and French have converted Thann into 'a
Kit places the streets are fillofl w'tft 'fiWonghold.
gan shortly after

WeWillHacve
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a Fine Lot of
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CAPITAL PAID IN

Christmas Trees
,
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly - Mistletoe

.

..
,

frr

.

M--

PERRY ONION

Phone Main 276

000.00
-r--

i.

M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

.

and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas . . . .

SURPLUS

1100,000.00

Austro-Hungaria-

in

I

4

D. T. Hosklns,

INTEREST PAID

ON

-

r'ft

5

.

Cashier.

TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANE

'v

PERSONALS

4

--

t.
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Joseph Groth, a rancher from R.1 wreckage.
Americans Are Safe'
bera, was In town today purchasing
During the bombardment the
supplies.
Boston, Deo. 16. The following telsels steamed slowly past the town anil
jfour boy is proud, to wear Y. M. C. finally disappeared in the haze. After egram from Secretary. Bryan 'was reemblem. Why not one for Christ- she had been lost sight of, the sound ceived today by the American board
Adv.
mas?.
of her guns was heard for some time. of commissioners! for foreign missions,
man
a.. UTigg, a commercial
ircm
David
In reply to an ta'quiry regarding the
Fourth
of
the
J.
Judge
Leahy
town
was
In
Denver,
today.
Red Car's Report
safety of American missionaries In
George Packer, Jr, of Denver was judicial district of New Mexico, re
"
; '
16
Dec.
turned
from
Red
Turkey,
Car,
today
Judge
Albuquerque.
York,
England,
a business visitor here today.
"The
In
Duke
from
Constanti
was
has
the
for
heard
latest reports
been
City
(via London) Heavy firing
P. P. Kahnt,a Denver business man, Leahy
meetLoff
few
American
institu6
a
8
the
Indicate
a.
that
coast
here
between
and
the
nople
past
days
attending
came in today for a short visit.
H. Ryan, a Pass City business man, ing of the Judges or the district and m. today. The forms of three cruisers tions and American citizens are not
could be discerned 'looming out of the in danger. At present conditions are
supreme courts of the state.
came In last night from El Paso.
B.
haze. It appeared from here as if the somewhat ' disturbed in tho interior.
W.
passenger
Burch,
traveling
came
of
Raton
Mrs. P. Blackshear
Great
West
and
the
for
hostile ships were attacking the forts So far no report has been received of
Chicago
into town last night' for a short visit. 1 agent
violence toward American citizens."
B.
on Tees bay.
and
ern
Hardle,
railroad,
Harry
Liggett's chocolates, trie best and
for
the
agent
passenger
at
Murphey's Drug
purest candy made,
Turkish Ship Destroyed
British Forces Were Ready
Pennsylvania railroad, arrived In Las
Store. Adv.
16 (via London). It is
visited
Dec.
the
last
J. I
Amsterdam,
Holland, Dec. 16 (via
night.
Ve,gas
n
Hull,
They
Apfota
ri. Hj. j Oiiusuu, mw luuni iocvi
Fe railroad officials here, pro- reported here that word had beenj re London). Telegranos from Constanti
Santa
tci
short
a
for
trip
man, left today
ceeding on their way westward this ceived that an attack of the German nople referring for the first time to
'
.
..
Springer.
mpr'tiing.
fleet was contemplated and that con the torpedoing by thei British submawas
M. Stanton of Albuquerque
A- - TV Rogers, Jr., and
Mrs.
and
Mr.
sequently they were in readiness to rine B41 of the Turkish battleship
here .today to. attend to some personal
will
leave
meet It. Coast defenses had been Messudieh in the Didanelles on De
Waldo
their
son,
Rogers,
i
affairs.
- The
Los
for
Angeles.tonight
Rogers thoroughly prepared and ail the units cember 13, say that thejwarshlp sank
Give your boy a membership in Y.
will meet Judge H.' L. Waldo, who is of the infantry and artillery "were at at ner anchorage and that parts- of
It develops
M. C. A. for Christmas?
the vessel are still visible above the
Mrs. Rogers' father,- - tn Albuquerque their stations.
character insures health. Adv. S,
re- water. The Messudieh's
no
crew was
afternoon
this
"him
to
coast
3
o'clock
the
to
will
and
Up
accompany
'
George E-- Riesby, of the H. O. W. Mr.
'
were saved.
,'-'- .
'.
casualties
the
a
of
In
about
estimates
return
will
liable
Rogers
'
ranch, was in town today making some
-mj3ftth, ,;iput Mrs. Rogers :and her son available.. ...
.
YmriiliaHAS.
Bad Way!
Austria lii
will not reach Las Vegas until tho
Woman Killed at Scarborough
Initial letter paper and Initial corto re
F16.
raiders
Dec.
According
Koma.
German
wfien
The arrival of the
close of the winter,
they will
respondence cards at Murphey's Drug be accompanied here by Judge Waldo- off Scarborough took place under ports from th&- Austrian, frontier the
Store. Adv.
l
monarchy is apnt n. thlcir veil of fog: The roof situation of
H. W. McFadden and G. A. Thompwas struck and proaching what might be called a
church
Martin's
St.
of
son arrived In Las Vegas laflt night
!(fl'r
TER1PEKATURE FAILED
one woman Is known'Ho have been crlsfsr.
from Dallas, Texas.
Thee reporta are worthy of cred
killed.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes,
ence. y'They set forths that following
TO GO BEL017 ZERO
rich finish In Imported handpainted
The German Statement
the news of the defeat of Austrlans
China at Murphey's Drug Store.
Berlin, Dec. 16 (by Wireless to Lon- by the Servians, the situation became
Adv.
more acute by
(joii jThe German otnciai communi- grave and was rendered
Sabino LopeK?a rancner from the LAS VEGAS DID NOT EXPERIENCE cation
issued ty the general army internal disorders, especially at Vi
WEATHER AS COLD AS DID
vicinity of Colmor, was in town today
enna, Budapest and Prague.
headquarters says:
HER NEIGHBORS
to attend to some personal affairs....
At Vienna a large crowd gathered
In the western theater the enemy
to the
The most elegant line of French
made a new attempt to advance by in the Rlngstrassfr and marched
the
acwar
toilet
an
Mw
office
preparaand
office,
and
"by
foreign
perfumes
The lowest point reached last night way of Nieuport, supported
tions ever shown In the city at Mur- by the official thermometer was 6 de- tion of their ships at sea. The Are people calling loudly in protest against
without the way the war 10 being conducted.
phey's Drug Store. Adv.
grees.; This is not so cold as many from these ships was entirely
At Prague there were demonstra
C. H. Liebbe, representing the Em- people thought, as the general opin- effect. The attack was repulsed and
which assumed a separatist chartown
in
was
tions
taften
prisonerswere
450
French
Fast
line,
was
Freight
had
ion
the
pire
that
mercury
dropped
the
front
the
in the eense that the 'Bohem
on
his
of
acter,
merchants
remainder
"On the
today calling on the
considerably below zero. The warm
of ians do not desire to see tneir sons
west
to
the
a
of
.
height
annual trip.
est temperature
reached vesterday capture
v
inter
J.' E. Sullivan and W. M. Sullivan was 36 degrees.
Sennhelm, occupied by the enemy killed for German or
to
express
was
hesitated
not
have
and
day3;
ests,
before
sine'the
yesterday,
arrived In Las Vegas last night from
'i
their views.
the only matter worthinentioning.
Cold in Kansas
Denver. They will maKe a short stay
the demonstrations
frontier
At
Prussian
Budapest
east
""'Kansas City, Dec; 16. A second
"From the
here on business.
and almost assum
violent
more
were
news.
no
Is
s'ection
there
re
of the cold wave, strongly
Jacob Davidhizer, a mesa farmer,
a riot. The prlnT
f
character
ed
the
our
attacking
y
"In northern Poland
left today for a short trip to Springer. inforced, swept, into the soutnwest
streets
the
of
city had to be
olpal
normally:
are
movements
progressing
and sent temperatures to new
Mr. Davidhizer has lived in this localthe
of
cleared
police, and while atthe enemy
by
low record marks for tha season. The Seevral strong positions
ity for several years, but is now sellmake
its way to, the win- to
3,000
about
prisand
tempting
fall In the mefcuiv m Mis- have been taken,
ing his property on the mesa prepara- overnight
tiifrv
were
of
defense, the crowd cried
souri.
Oklahoma, cwa and oners and four machine guns
tory to leaving Las Vegas for north"Down
with
potierek."
Nebraska, ranged from eight to , .de- taken.
ern Indiana.
is one of the Aus
Potlerek
General
our
troopa,
Polana
southern
ex"In
to
grees. Texas alone continued
commanders.
are
''wir
trian
Rallies;
fighting In unison S'lth
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to speak authoritatively on thin sub
gave two basio reasons, which,
in his opinion, show why such agreement should not be accepted.
"Furthermore, the Russian attitude
as announced at the beginning of the
war was that all Slavs must be freed
from the German yoke. Therefore
Russian demands are such that if tho

ject

o

dual jnonarchy should accede to them
Its action would be suicidal.
separate peace
is nqtj at all likely until she reaches
the point oi utter, exhaustion."
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cruiser Dresden, which left Punta
Arenas on Sunday, according to an
official telegram received today from
the American embassy at Santiago,
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Is
the current depression is due to lack the reserves and permitted, an im-o-f
initiative on part ot our captains mense expansion of credit. No single
event has done more toward strength
of industry. Their confidence has
business confidence than the
been severely shaken by the flood of ening
establishment of the new banking sysantagonistic legislation which swept
the full advantages of which have
the country far and wide for several tem;
not yet been fairly tested or appro-elateyears. Capital has most assuredly
been driven into hiding; enterprise is
Our foreign trade promises to have
FOUND
checked, and the number of unem- a
good effect upon the monetary sitployed vastly increased. Fortunately,
inasmuch as increasing exthere are signs of a turn in the tide uation;
result of larger shipments
the
ports,
FOR
BETTER in this respect. President Wilson haB
FIV6 WEEKS HAVE PASSED SINCE
CLEWS LOOKS
of foodstuffs and cotton as well as
TIMES ON ACCOUNT OF EXrealized
SOCORRO COUNTY MAN HAS
wisely called a halt; having
of war material, are
CHANGE RESUMPTION
BEEN
HEARD FROM
the harm of such oppression. Hecce-fort- h foreign purchases
a
balance
trade
us
favorable
the policy of the government is giving
New York, Dec. 16. Our financial to be helpful to busiuess, and not de- and tending to restrain gold exports
Socorro, NVM.i Dec." 16. So. far as
markets have at last successfully trimental. With one accord the en- without artificial interference. Foreign known here no trace has yet been
countries would gladly draw upon our
emerged from perhaps the most crit- tire country will look forward eagerly
found of Captain Michael Cooney, pioplentiful stock of gold, and the inter- neer
ical period in history; and, thanks to to the fulfillment of this promise.
mining man wr this place, who
national trade conditions which tend
the sound and firm policy of the Stock
A very important factor in this
home here on October 25 on'
left
his
to keep the precious metal here are
Exchange, the country has escaped problem of "the government in busia prospecting trip, and who has iiot
viewed with much compla
ny serious financial disaster. There ness" is the forthcoming decision of naturally
been heard from in five weeks. A
is no longer any danger of panic, and the interstate commerce commission, cency. Briefly then, the situation is search for him is being made by a
the future of prices must now be gov- it is an old story the impairment of this:
headed by Charles Cooney, his
We have amply discounted all bad party
erned by influences open to judgment railroad credit; the stoppage of imstn.
Captain Cooney's disConcerning
of the public Let us consider what provements, and the cramping of pub- conditions, especially the war, for the appearance the Socorro
Chieftain
those influences are. The war natur- lic facilities and argument is nov time being at least.
says:
Is
The country's finances are now safeally remains the paramount consider- useless. It is the decision that is
"The last seen or heard of Mr.
ly
adjusted to the new basis.
ation, but it3 effects have been amply wanted. The president has made it
when he
TIia
mnrfcpt 1ms rpmpm? v.'it.h Cooney was five weeks ago,
if not fully discounted. Indirectly its known that he favors a more considranch
Alexander
at
the
his
left
wagon
course must have a decided Influence erate policy to the transportation reasonable restrictions and without alld conHnued his
on
alone
journey
once
are
We
feared.
upon values; yet, until peace pros- lines; and there Is reason to hope the difficulties
out
been
It
horseback.
has
by
given
pects become much more definite, dis- that, with public opinion and fair play now feeling the supporting influence- tt
crimination will have to be exercised so heavily on his side, Borne conces- of good crops, and the west is.cons':is lost, but this1 report
quently much more hopeful than (he Captain Cooney
in the attitude toward securities. sions will be allowed the railroads.
fact that he is peris
the
dispelled
by
east.
There is a vast mass of American inAttention should now be turned to
the country over
familiar
with
fectly
busiattacks
upon big
Legislative
vestments which are practically be- the great steel industry which has alhe
which
is
traveling and the only apThese have ways been among the very best of ness promise to be sensibly moderatyond war influences.
felt by Mrs. Cooney and
prehension
ed.
weathered the storm safely, and must trade barometers.
Production for
more conservative friends is
Industry seems to be on the turning their
among the first to recover from months has been running at less than
to the severe weather prethat,
owing
late depression. Our neutrality and half our national capacity. Jhls means point from extreme depression..
in
the
mountains, he may be
afvailing
reserve
The
has
federal
spstem
nur distance from the conflict are in- that all railroads and all other large
snowed in, or possibly have contract
new
a
forded
basis
confidence.
of
estimable advantages that should not consumers are starving themselves.
The interstate commerce commis- ed pneumonia. Captain Cooney is a
bo forgotten.
Railroads and all kinds of machinery
sion is expected to make some con- pioneer mining man, used to hard'
Taking the war at its fair value, are being used pretty much as usual. cessions to the"
railroads; the latest ships, and it is felt with his superb
home influences must be regarded as They are wearing out. In spite of dethe full 5 per jent general health and a thorough knowl
that
report
the most important measure of intriu pression, the country; is growing fast. will be being
edge of the entire western part of the
eastern
roads.
granted
sic values. The whole country, and New construction must be resumed. An
ascountry, he has reached some habita
seems
market
easy money
especially the west, is now feeling Prices are very low, and when the sured for some time to come.
tion long ere this."
the advantage of a good harvest. This tide changes shrewd buyers will rush Our
are
exports
heavy.
activ3s particularly true of the great wheat in with orders and unavoidable
There are no indications of the Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
Ibelt, where the farmers are reaping ity must follow. Moreover, the world's
flood of foreign securiand Tar.
profitable prices for an enormous markets will be opened to us as never
and
ties,
be
will
for
jyield. Undoubtedly the war has before;
European plants
P. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
The impression grows that the war
brought prosperity to the west, not fully occupied for months if not years will not be as
"it
produces the best results, always
exas
long
many have
only in good prices for food products, to come repairing the unparalleled de
cures severe colds, sore chest and
pected.
liut also through liberal contracts for vastation and losses in their own mar
Thus, in spite of business depres- lungs and does not contain opiates
army supplies in which the east has kets. Industrially then, we seem to sion and inertia, there are abundant
or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tay
& very considerable share. The south have reached the bottom of the down-w,i)lor,
Luthervllle, Ga. because "I be
and sound reasons for indulging more
belief is steadily
"has been hurt by the war mor than
turn; and
medicine and
honeful views of the future. Thr rd- - lieve it to be an honest
.
; .
r
ii.
i.
.cove;y is not dlshm'
Bauau
v,. ru. v,uu,
juny other section owing to the low Fining that
m? puinm.
ported advance in railroad rates
be
come
It
force
not
with
cotton
use
and
the
may
any
Mont,-becaof
temporary
NelIlart
"it gives the
price
particularly important and encoura?
best resulta
stoppage of exports. The conditions fore spring; but, if the evidences of ing. The war of course
coughs and colds of
may
apa'n
tiowever are being gradually rectified; ts approach multiply, the stock mar become a
i. .very user
influence at any DlulnS
the south Is less dependant upon a ket is not likely to wait until then time. Suchdominating
a colossal waste of life iriena. u. U, scnaeier ana nea uross
single crop than ever before, and the before discounting results.
fed wealth is inevitably a worldwide Drug Store. Adv.
A very important aid to business
problem of financing the huge 16,000,-00-0
setback, but it is quite possible to
bale crop is being surely solved, recovery Is the outlook for cheap
WILL HELP THE NEGRO
......
overestimate
its detrimental effects
and there is every indication that he-- money and a resulting improvement
hla
Pec.
Washington,
American affairs. Happily our
tore long consumption will begin to in the credit situation. Dull business upon
President
the
attitude
toward
negro,
Is largely free from the dis
recover the losses of the last four Is partly aceountabue for the surplus country
event of international politics. Wilson told the university commisturbing
months. There will be a big surplus of idle funds, through the mass ot
sion on southern race questions made
it so remain.
3eft over for next season, which will emergency currency still in circula- Long may
up of representatives of 11 southern
necessitate a reduction of acreage la tion is largely responsible for the preHENRY CLEWS.
colleges, that "our object is to know
f
the coming crop; nevertheless from sent ease. About
of the orithe needs of the negro and sympathethe agricultural point of view the ginal issue, which at one time exceedtically help him in every way that
A. M. Emerson ot Denver, represent- - jB
country as a whole Is sound and pros- - ed $81,000,000, has been withdrawn
possible for his good and our good."
j without injury, owing to the
tie rous.
Dr. C. H. Brough of the University
opera-- Ing the Remington Typewriter com-- .
was in town today In the inter- - of Arkansas, chairman of the. commit-teAs to the Industrial situation, that tions of the new federal reserve
J s Mill somewhat confused.
which released a large portion of t't of his firm
Much ot
tee, told the president the commis- -

AMERICAN

MADE

CAPTAIN

fS BEYOND VAR

COONEY

STILL NOT

DANGER

l

,

sion was organized to make an impar- tial study of the race question from
the standpoint of the negro's economy,
He
hygiene and moral betterment.
said that a very deep investigation of
the subject was being made with the
good of the negro in mind.

ment to the effect that a group of Belgian bankers has agreea to pay in
ten. installments the remainder of tne
war Indemnity imposed upon Belgium:
The city of Brussels has decided to
pay the latest contribution, amounting
This and Five Cents!
to 37,000,000 franks for the mainteDON'T MISS THIS.
Cut out this nance of the enemy's troops by ad
slip, enclose five cents to Foley and ditional taxes to be levied until June
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name 5, 1915.
and address clearly. You will receive
in return a free trial package contain.
Checks Croup Instantly
ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
You know croup is aangeronus. And
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley you ought to know too, the sense of
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic security that comes from having Fo
Tablets. For sale in you? town by ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
O. G, Schaefor and Red Corss
Drug house. It cuts the thick mucus and
Co. Adv.
clears away the phlegm,
stops the
strangling cough and gives easy
POOR OLD BELGIUM
breathing and quiet sleep. Every usParis, Deo. 16. Telegraphing from er is a friend, O. G. Schaofer and
Berne, Switerland, the correspondent Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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much-dreade-

of the Havaa News agency says the
Cologne Gazette has published a state-

Five cents per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary word.s to a line,
.
No ad to occupy less space than
All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words,
Catt in advance preferred.
two-lines-
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For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
or without board. 710 Grand.
FOR RENT

Two furnished rooms
with sleeping porch, light housekeeping if desired. 722 Grand avenue.
Phone 143.

Far Salo
FOR SAU3

Residence, eight rooms,
bath, sun room, hot water heat 1102
Eighth street. Call at house or
Room 19 Crockett block.

d

FOR SALE 7 registered
Durham
cows.
Apply H. K. Leonard, San
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.

d

i

e- -

.

to

rjJafiQ

ii Rolia&lo

Automobile crank.
Optic and get reward.

LOST

LOST

studio il Fgsm2gz3d
Sand fas Gaia!c::o
.

between

ter's Candy store and Columbia
nue. Return to Potter's and

potavere-

ceive reward.

homesteads; advance information; counties San Miguel, Guad- alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee tl; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E Washington,
E

"

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

Bluebird pin,

Leave at

.

one-hal-

sys-jpan-

Lest

Meridea
Connecticut

D. O.
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PRICES

MONEY-SAVIN- G

We will place on sale everyfrom
thing in the store
off from
to
1--

1--

4

2

Dec. 10 th till the

25th

furs

Ladies'

Our Ladies Fur Department
has proven a great success,
which goes to show that the

The kind of furs we offer are
Natural Fox red and grey, Black,
Lynx, Natural Raccoon, Extra

Dark Harten.

,

Prices range from $12.50 to
$110.00. By buying furs from
us you save 50 as you don't
have to pay to pay middlemen's
profit.

Tf IEV OVER.

LOOK

COME IN AND

IN

London, Dec. 1G. One or the strang
est stories that has been given birth
by the great war is that of the Island-oHerm, the leasing of which to a
German company was recently discussed In the house of commons. The
lease has been terminated, and British troops are billeted on the Island,'
hut the question Is .still being asked,
why was England so lax as to rent
for a song an island larger than Heligoland, within an hour's steaming of
English shores?
Herm is one of the lesser channel
islands and at one time supported at
considerable population. It is a beaushell
tiful spot, with an attractive
beach. In 18S9 it was leased by the
crown for $70 a year to the West Bank
Liegnitz, Ltd., which in turn leased
it to Prince Blucher von Wahlstatt, a
descendant of the illustrious Blucher
of Waterloo and himself a German.
The prince and his family lived qufet- lj for years in the manor house on
the island, incurring the great displeasure of those who sought to ram
ble over tho place by closing all save'
one narrow pathway on the beach and
plastering about many warnings to
trespassers.
Children wore born to tue princess
there she Is of ths Russian royal
family and one of these, a boy, be
came a naturalized unusn suojerc.
At no time was the prince suspected
of using his home in aiiy operations
against England; but when the war
broke out the matter became one of
natural agitation cmmlnaiing in the
home secretary being asked for an explanation by Sir William Bull.
The explanation was brief. TJhe
government knew the name of the
German company holding the lease, It
moreover that the rent was
knew
about five shillings, six pence a week;
that steps had been taken to cancel
this document, that for some weeks
British troops had been on the island
Whether Prince Blucher and family
had moved from the manor house was
not. jnade. clear.
prince, in the opinion of the London
press generally, is unjustified; but the
Times remarks ratner Barcasucaliy
that the public might be told a little
more about the German company
which was able to acquire so cheaply
so much good farm and pasture land,
together "with numerous cottages, not
to mention the manor house. It arso
pointed out that the island Is in the
heart of the English channel, within
sight of the coast of France, about 70
miles from Portland and 40 from
e
Cherbourg. It could be used as
of
the
base, though nothing
kind appears to have been attempted.
-

people want Genuine Furs and
NOT IMITATIONS.

In our stock you will find
the highest grade of SUITS

A.

Xmas Price
rfr n m (7, TzJ

mas Price

Xmas Price
' III,

t

)

Values

$12.50, $15.00

and $16.50 Values....

$20.00

YOU

WILL FIND SIZES

FROM-

31.93
the Store stiff

&

hats and soft,
cc
new
and
croiut
colors,
all
shapes
now
&4.00
and
values,
make, $3 00
Ti A TO -- We iust received a rgeship- ?ment 0f Sample caps. Xmas
price 98c for $1.50 to $2.50 values, One lot 48c.

33 TO 44

1

w

7

mjVmfA
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A

NEW STYLES IN HATS AND CAPS

for any Hat in

$18.93

$14.93 Now.-- .

$9.95 Now...

Now

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

SUITS AND O'COATS

$27.50 and $30.00

NECKWEAR
XMAS
or
gross neckwear at

.

of
regular 50c
3 for $1.00.
We have placed on sale five
35c eech
make very
will
boxes.
in
beautiful
ol
Neckwear
a
selection
They
We
have
also
values.
large
handsome Xmas remembrances. 50c, 75c and $1.00.

Glristms Suggestions:

tt&M

Bath Robes and Pajamas, pure linen Handkerchiefs,
Silk Handkerchiefs, Perrins Gloves, Full Dress Combination Sets and Umbrellas for Men.

FREE!
On

FREE!

presentation, this Coupon is worth
with every

50

cents

S5.00 PURCHASE

ir3 n
I!

nrnnr3Prj
nllil
Ti PW
Correct Garments for Men

This s.ore will be open ever night (ill XMas. befit, run;! Dec. 10

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

y

Ma-sonl-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets in
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
O. L.
and Ladies always welcome.
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont
ague. Financier, Mrs: A. V. Morrow,
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z.
W. Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. Mi

Est
No.
No.

So.

I....
It....

O.

7...-- .

nig as spick and span aa when they
num. 'are "BeiectedTrdm tne regiments
which have been moved to the rear
of the battle line to give the soldiers
a chance to clean up and receive fresh
uniforms. It is expected that later
whole units will be given holidays and
the soldier in the trenches, according
to one officer just returned from the
front, has no rosier anticipation than
the prospect of an afternoon at a football game followed by the evening at
a music hall.

Bound

p. m
p. m

....

Arrive

Meets every Monday night to No.
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue s No.

NC

CARD

Depart
?:4S a. a.
11:11
i
a. &
1:26 a. m.....
:
1:16 p. m
i. &
Wsst Bouns

I.... T:tQ
... .11:64

So.

I....

BROTHERHOOD

TJIE

Arrive

I....

102

.

Dean

1:10 p. ra
1:U a, t
1:35 a. m..... 1:41 a. A
4:11 .
4:10 p. m
:X( p. in..... 7:

tenant to General Joffre's staff. H.s
of the front, ana he nas therefore exfor seein ;
traordinary opportunities
the actual operations of the war. AI
Tardleu, it Is understood. Is assembling material for a history of the
war.

Says Doctor
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
Car., says that in his 30 years of experience he has found no preparation
for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney,
Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
AN
can buy for backache, rheumatism,
General Joffre's Headquarters, Dec kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
16. Andre Tardieu, the foreign edl Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.- tor of the Temps, is attached as lieu Adv.

EXPRESS MESSENGER KILLED
Albuquerque, N. M., Dec. 1.6. Crush
ed by a heavy safe, Elmer S. Parker,
a Wells-Fargexpress messenger, was
fatally injured at the railroad station
late last night. He died at St. Jos- ep'B hospital this morning.
Parker was assisting in loading a
car at 10
big safe in a Wells-Farg- o
o'clock last night. In some manner
the truck slipped and the safe fell on
the messenger. His hips were crush
ed and he was internally hurt.

HOREHOUND

SYRUP loosens 'the phlegm so that it
can be coughed up and ejected. Price
25c. SOc and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adv. .
RELATIVES VISIT SOLDIERS
Aldershot, England, Dec. 16 As the
result of recent orders given by Sir
John French the families of regular
troops stationed, here have been de
lightfully surprised by visits from rel
atives direct from the front. These
men are given leave from the trenches
and most of them elect to spend the
time with their families.
Wives of sergeant majors, who desi- paired of seeing their husbands before
(he end of the war, have been surprised by the receipt of telegrams from
seaports informing them of the home
min-- .
These husbands arrive loote

Best For Kidneys

EDITOR-SOLDIE-

East Las Vestas, S. M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
H, W. Kelly, President
Jacob Gross, Vice-PreClarence Men, Secy. & Treas.
.Donald Steward,
C. C. Robbins.

I

Albuquerque, N.:M,
I
Penos, N. M.
Trinidad. Colo.
IRowe. N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M.

GROSS KELLY &LCO.
INCORPORATED

Wholesale Grocers

o

BALLARD'S

ICCAL

No.
No.

FRATERNAL

Lame back may come from over
work, cold settled in the muscles of
the back, or from disease. In the two
former cases the right remedy is
SNOW LINIMENT. It
BALLARD'S
should be rubbed in thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
bottle. Sold by
0c and $1.00 per
Central Drug Co. Adv.

ses.

8

Ld

Wheezing! n the lungs indicates that
phlegm is obstructing the air pas

V
All

Z, A. F.

Regular eoro

4olar

asuD-marin-

and $22.50 Values

NO.

M.

.

.

Adler Rochester and Spero
Michael make.

obtainable alwatb handles

oooDa

o'clock. Visiting members are coy
dially welcome. J, T. Buhler, Presk
muD'cation first mo dent; Mrs. J. T. Buhler, Secretary S
u C. IT. Baily, Treasurer.
vhird Thursday
mcli month. TUltlnf
D.otneri coruiajiy in MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
,
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
vited. Guy II. Cry. W. IL. H. 1. Vn
at O. R. C. hall, on the second
Lcve
Pattern. Secretary.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2, 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; Q.
R9-- Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Tue-decal Deputy. Visiting members are es
conclave econd
o
at
mcotti
each
In
pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
M.
H.
Dr.
m.
7:30
at
p.
Temple
Smith, B. C; Caa. Tamrae, Recorder. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd an
eaca
fourth Thursday
evening
month atW. O. W. halL Visitlni
L.A8 VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 5, ROYAL ARCH MASONS RefluUp convo brothers cordially invited Howard T.
cation first Monday in each Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 . m. P. A, Brinegar, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN
CIL NO. 804 Meets second
n4
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- fourth
Thursday In O. R C. hall
tary.
Pioneer bunlding. Vleitinp members
I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are
cordially invited. Colbert u.
4 Meets every Monday evening at Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
GEO. H. HUNKER
brethern cordially invited to attend.
Attorney-at-LsT. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Hedgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Cemetery Trustee.
Office at Residence 703 Lincoln Ave.
Calls answered day or night.
D. P. Ol ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
DR. F.
HUXMANN
month Elks' home on Ninth street
Dantlst
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Dental work of any description at
are cordially invited. Wm. H. Spring
moderate prices
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phots
cretary.
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 41.
LODGE

CHAPMAN

IS CAUSED
CONDON WHEN DISCOVERY IS MADE

MUCH .AGITATION

i jest

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

OH 11

1

CAF

AND

SHORT ORDERS AND REOULAR DINNERS

HELD BY A

In

BESTAURAHT

LOBBY

WOOL. HIDES . PELTS, LUMBER
NAVAJO BLANKETS
BAIN WAGONS
EAGLE HAY PRESSES

1
CLASSIFIED

If
II

FIND WHAT YCU WANT

AD

AH
SELL WHAT YCU

ADS

MIGHT BUT

CriT VA:iT

search out tho people to whom among those who
the particular thing is worth most.

THE PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never would hear of your
property unless It were advertised here.
OTHERS who read and answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
are anxious to pay for) books, automobiles, used machinery and
furniture, articles of usefu'ness of any sort, musical

WANT AD3 are Inexpensive,
FIED. Try them.

let results and ETEU X BODY'S SATIS

i

1

LAS VEGAt DAILY OPTIC,

.ST

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

16, 1914.
exMiss Ida M. Larsen an director of stu- agers for the Panama-Californident welfare. Miss Larsen, who Is a position at San Diego, Calif. .
graduate of a large school of physical
The report of the school made 0.?
training in the east, will commence Dr. Roberts to governor McDonald
her work at the Normal on January 4. was read to the board and approved.
a

PROGRAM

LET US HAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER
HUNT'S DELICIOUS FRUITS
RUSSIAN STYLE FRUIT CAKE

MINCE MEAT

TOMATOES

OXFORD FRUIT CAKES

FANCY

"Fate's Tangled Threads," of the
Beloved Adventurer Series.
Hearst Selig No. 81
War News and Current Events
"The Professional Scapegoat,''
Vitagraph Comedy, Featuring

CALiFQRNIA

Tonight

LETTUCE

CELERY

OYSTERS

CHICKENS

TURKEYS'

PHOTOPLAY

ALLEGRETTI
SHELLED PECANS, WALNUTS AND ALMONDS
A SPLENDID LINE OF CHRIST- CHOCOLATES AND FRUITS

Sidnev

HEAD

1-

the Store excepting Christmas

PAGE FURNITURE AND
DERTAKING CO.

CAULIFLOWER

Store

GREEN1 BEANS

LOCAL

NEWS

Regular dance at F.

B.

:

'

hall tonight,

BRUSSELS SPROUTS
ORANGES'

J.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

the: cash grocer

Illltll

II.

Grocer and Baker

Order your revenue cancellors now.
Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
Adv.
Pub. Co.
Optic
your Christmas gift problems.
Ladies' fur muffs and scarfs make
a beautiful Xmas gift for your sweetheart or wife. Taichevt's Clothing

Your

LABOE ATTENDANCE

Adv.

Store,

AT

C. II. DAILY FUNERAL

The sweetest and purest candy In
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In VARIOUS ORDERS TO WHICH HE
handsome ribbon tied embossed boxes
BELONGED PAY TRIBUTE TO
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
DEAD MERCHANT

GIFTS

Writing paper. Can you imagine a
more acceptable gift than a great big
This afternoon, amid impressive, yet
beautiful box of writing paper? Mursimple ceremonies, the body of C. H.
phey has the most stylish and best Baily, the prominent merchant and
quality in the city. Adv.
citizen of this city who died Sunday

will not

BE
i.Ji

night, was laid to rest in the Masonic
Cresencio Sena has applied to the
number of friends
cemetery. A.
court house for 2 bounty on a co of the dead large
man assembled at the
yote killed by him near El Pueblo re Elks' home and
escorted the body tu
cently.
St Paul's Memorial Episcopal church.
Rev. J. S. Moore conducted the servSeventeen quart enamel dish pan.
ices, following which the funeral pro
Good quality uniform gray mottling
cession proceeded to the Masonic
on heavy steel base. Strong handles.
"
,,
cemetery.
A remarkable value. Sale price, 40c.
A large number of carriages and
F. J. Gehring.
Adv.
automobiles, accompanied the body to
its final resting place. The membera
The Ladies Aid society of the of
the E. Romero Hose and Fire comChurch of the Immaculate Conception
the East Las. Vegas Fire departpany,
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2:30
ment, the Elks, the Fraternal Brother
o'clock with, Mrs. Vincent Trader.
-J
hood tVlo AT aHf rMol
There will fee a r?gular communica- to tne memory of their
departed
tion of Chapman Lodge No. 2 A. F. brother.
Many beautiful floral pieces
and A M. tomorrow evening at 7:30. were sent
by Mr. Baily's friends, and
Election.
All members and visitors wreaths and floral
pillows were sent
are requested to be present.
toy the many organizations of whicn
he was a member.
trains on the
All the eastbouna
The pall bearers were William H.
Santa Fe railroad arrived In Las Springer, p. D. McElroy, Manuel
Vegas on schedule time today. All
Frank Ettinger, W. O. Wood,
of the westbound trains, with the ex- and Ludwig William Ilfeld.
ception of No. 3, were late. No. 7
was one hour and 25 minutes behind
AUTO STAGE
time. No. 9 was reported 50 minutes
Automobile stage line to 'Mora trilate and No. l arrived here 20 min- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
utes later than usual.
urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a.
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
Table reservations for the annual Mora 4 p. m. arrive. Las Vegas 5:45 p.
banquet held at the Castaneda hotel m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way,
on New Year's eve are coming In, 3. Round trip tickets good for one
thick and fast, the hotel people say. week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
The great dining room will be filled-tcapacity. The management wishes
to announce j that it has seaured the
same orchestra' that made such i tit
orlast year. This is a three-piec- e
from
will
and
be
brought
ganization
It J3 expected that the
Albuquerque.
affair this year will be the most enjoyable ever given by the local Harvey house.

Ext ravg rvt

AT OUR STORE

Gifts of furniture and household good3 generally last a

life time. We are at a disadvantage on account of our remodeling not yet being completed and will give a liber
al discount on everything In our store. You will sav&

.

money here.

&

SON

Hen-rique-

AN U

GOA L

.

17 O

OB

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
FhonmMml.t2t

DON'T

1RS.HALLGI10SE

JO

LEAVE THE CARE AROUND.
that you have baked with our
flour.
('

FLOUR

i

Else you'll be putting

It was a case

lr--

resistible temptations In the chil

j

h

. ,

WQM

uren'B

way-ff3- k

talnly

does

For our flour
bake

cer- -

deliciously.

you'u be surprised and delight
ed how easy It Is to be a good
baker with our flour. Why don't
I ;
you try It?

brother" with a vengeance yesterday
afternoon when Desiderio Martinez MATRON OF NORMAL DORMITORY
filed a complaint against Daniel MarWILL NOT LOSE HER
tinez before West Side Police Judge
POSITION
Jose P. Mares, on the charge of horse
DanieC It is charged, stole
stealing.
The board of regents of the New
two horses belonging to his brother Mexico Normal
University met . last
Desiderio, from the latter's ranch near night at the Bchool building and re
Tecolote.
Daniel then "beat It" to elected Mrs. Mabel Hall matron of
The Duke City authori- the .'girls' dormitory. Several candi
Albuquerque.
ties were notified and they held the dates were proposed, but upon the rec
man. Deputy Sheriff Felipe Lopez ommendation of the
Dr.
president,
left on train No, i today' to. get him, jFrgnk. If, If. Roberts, Mrs. Hall, the
and bring him to Las Vegas. '' ". ' present matron, was
until

'

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

MAJESTIC

MALLEABLE
RANGES

IRON

An old fashioned
e
Is
about at good for cooking as
most of the cheap
"ranges."
They are usually
made to sell not to bake.
fire-plac-

It !!ie Home

Of The

lest Of Everytfog Eatable

s

O

u

3

S3

W

-U

Don't forget to leave your
order here for
XMAS.-:- TURKEY ,
Quality Always the Best;
THE GRAAF

I

K

;

"i

(MAJESTIC
MFG. CO.

o2

i

HHJtSTIC

M
?

SLUMS.

j

MFS.Ca.
5I.10UIS. 1

!

g

u

bl
O

5

JjfalBBjl
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1

i

sv

,
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A

MAJESTIC
MALLEABLE
RANGE,
modern,
will last a iifeitae, save toil,

time,
fuel,
sults,
Easy

trouble, worry, repairs and
give quick, dependable rehot water In abundance.
terms.

LUDWID

II4YVARD CO. STORE

'7

Installments

THE GREAT MAJESTIC

ESTABLISHED M876
Member U. S. Federal- - Reserve Bank

Mr. and Mrs. Malaney

PiQTURE PARLORS
Are now Ready for Inspection.

First Class Photography
For the remainder of 1914 we will make
.C5?.S3 Cabinet Photos for
2. GO
Ca.ll and have your Christmas Photo taken
Work Finished Promptly.
DEVELOPING one six exposure film and
finished print from each picture,6nly 25c
Give us a trial Order.
On The Plaza
Veeder Building

ilffl

nly

WM. ILFELD
phone Main 379

Everything In Furniture
Hardware.

and

H

l -

7

SHOPPING DAYS

Do you wish Special Equipment

j
I

TILL CHRISTMAS

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload ship- ped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order" now and get Just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

I
I

for
Rocker.

$5.85

$10.00

Seat

Leather

Fumed or Early
English broad seat Rocker.
for

$4.95

$7.50

I
til!

I

,

Ijl

to $8.50 Real Leather
Golden Oak Rockers.

$5.25

oak Piano
Benches with compartment
for sheet music.

!

I

j

I

I

$9.85

$4,85

for

$3.65
$4.95

for $5.50 Reed Rockers.
for $7.50 Morris Chair.
for $14.50 Morris Chair.

golden oak
Table
and Stool.
phone

$8.50

$6.85

j

$32.50. for $50.00 genuine Leath-

er Mahogany

F. J. WESNFR

!j

At Whalen Garage.

jjjj

Tele-

Parlor

rjaoioisiOEoi o

Suite.
for

$55.00

er

Genuine LeathParlor Suite. Worth

$85.00

Seeing.

1

.

"

o?e Las Vegas Roller Mills

vative Bank.

At a meeting held in the early part
of October the regents decided to recommend a change in the management
of the dormitory. This meeting was
called at a time when two of the
board members, were out of town,
Charles Ilfeld being at that time 'in
Europe and M. W. Browne In Denver.
At this meeting, re is said, John D.
W Veeder proposed a change of mat
rons and his motion was supported
be- by Eugenio Romero, the motion
ine carried by a vote of two to one.
Mrs. Hall was notified of the board'3
action, which was to go into effect on
January 1, 1915, although the regular
term of the matron ends on August
10. The action of the full member
ship of theboard last night reverses
the previous decision.
The regents also appointed a com
mittee consisting of Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, chairman, Charles Ilfeld and
John D. W. Veeder, to attend to the
erection of the ne wornamental lamp
posts that are to be placed around
Five of these
the school building.
posts will be erected.
A resolution was passed permitting
any student of the university who is
paying full tuition to take any sub
jects in the curriculum without extra
charge. This resolution goes into ef
fect on March 1, 1915. Through it
the commercial department of the
school is placed upon the same footoffered.
ing as the other brancheB
Heretofore an extra tuition has been
charged in this branch. The board
approved Dr. Roberts' selection of

SUCCEED

HERSELF

of "brother against

VEGAS. Correspondence is invit-e- d
by this old, strong and conser-

'

ed.

Old Taylor Wnlstey and Sherwood !
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

I HE DM WIS

IF PURCHASED

FANCY NAVAL

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

the end of the regular term on August
All the regents, Dr. F. E.
10, 1915.
M.
W. Browne, Charles Ilfeld,
Olney,
John D. W, Veeder and Eugenlo Romero, were in attendance. Mr. Veeder was the only member opposed to
of Mrs. Hall, it is stat
the

Be sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

PUrjjD P&Qt!

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

WAX BEANS

Adv.

The regents ordered the document
printed. A copy will be mailed to tha
governor tonight. The meeting ad
Journed at about 12 o'clock.

A

UN-

Phone Vegas 114

511 6th St.

BELL PEPPERS

Store .open evenings- - till
Dacharach'a. Adv.

.

SPECIALS IN WINDOW

CELERY

MAS CANDIES.

STEARNS

The regents authorized Dr. Roberts
to prepare advertising matter for the
official New Mexico state book to be
Issued by the board of exposition man

On everything in

LETTUCE

Drew.

OFF

-3

Thousands of Other Remarkable
Christmas Offerings

1

n

TIIF LUih

I.

TOMORROW NIGHT
Will Announce a

Always Get Our Prices
Buying Elsewhere

Before

Dig Stock of Toysf

To all who contemplate seeing

Toy Wagons 15o to $2.50 each.
75c to $8.50 each.
Toy
Toy Chairs and Rockers, 35c to

"The Private Secretary"
Watch for it in all Las Vegas
Daily Papers

each.

Toy Bicycles, Tricycles and lots
of good things.

I Mill
Opposite the

.

Ml

BIG SURPRISE

FREE DELIVERY

$3.50

n

:

FIIBIITBBF
COMPANY

Y. M. C. A.

I!

II

